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In the 1760s, near the end of the life of Louis XV and the French monarchy,
Jacques-Denis Antoine was commissioned to build the Hotel de la Monnaie, a new
national Mint for the production of French coins. Antoine's adept handling of the site
demonstrates a late eighteenth-century approach based upon hierarchy and the rationally
organized plan. The two distinctive rusticated facades express interior functions in a
display of French caractire. Located prominendy on the Seine, Antoine's Parisian Mint can
be considered an archetype of pre-Revolution French Neoclassicism. It may be perceived
both as a public and a national building, ancien regime in conception, yet architecturally
innovative and forward-looking. At once enigmatic and innovative, the Monnaie has
received far less scholarly attention than it deserves. The present study strives to introduce
this significant edifice to the English reader, examining its commission, its design, and its
architect
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Victory to him who holds the last coin.
Popular eighteenth-century

French idiom

In the year 1774, Louis XV died and twenty-year-old Louis XVI was crowned
King of France. By the end of the year the French parliament had been dissolved by
order of the king in an attempt to solidify his authority, while the exorbitant cost of
wheat incited the so-called "flour war" in the following year.' France already had seen a
century of petty and expensive wars. Louis XIV's court had been tighdy run, but was
cosdy nonetheless, and under his grandson Louis XV the court had hemorrhaged money.
Needless to say, the kingdom was nearly bankrupt. In 1775, the Hotel de la Monnaie, the
new Parisian Mint, a monument

to

the glory of France, its monarchy, and its treasury

was completed, if not without some irony given the actual state of finance.
The Hotel de la Monnaie was realized in an interim period between the reign of
two kings, between the height of the ancien rigime and the ensuing Revolution. It is a
paradox, difficult to define conceptually and place stylistically. Since the Middle Ages,

1

Jean~Charies Volkmann, A ChronologicalLook at tht History o/France, translated by Angela Moyon (paris:

Jean-Paul Gisserot, 2001),65 ..

2

mint facilities had been housed within the royal compound, and thus Paris had a long
history of associating the Mint with the king. Essentially a monument to the achievements
of monarchy, the mint manufactured the most functional everyday object of the
common people: coinage. Though the new Mint symbolized financial stabiliry, the
looming economic crisis in France indicates that the building was in effect a facade, both
literally and figuratively. Moreover, the economic crisis would en flame the nation and
fuel the Revolution of 1789 in just over a decade. Nevertheless, the Monnaie was
stylistically forward-looking, arguably Neoclassical, with an austerity staunch enough to
rival that of architects termed "revolutionary."

Yet it also housed aristocratic functions,

which included a grand salon and imperial stair. A J anus-like edifice, the Monnaie
simultaneously looked both to the past and to the future; it pivoted stylistically and
socially at a time of change.
The Mint was the first major monument finished under the short reign of Louis
XVI. jacques-Denis Antoine (1733-1801), master architect of the Hotel de la Monnaie,
was the son of a joiner. An autodidact, his rearing lacked the benefits of an expensive
education. He learned the trade of mason and contractor, moving up into the realm of
architect only by his own perseverance.' Mild-mannered, his friends credit him with
having emulated the ancients; he is known to have read widely and collected engravings,
a surrogate for formal education. Antoine was a seemingly unusual selection for a
Further discussion will be given in later chapters to Revolutionary architects such as Boullee and Ledoux
and their relationships with Antoine.
2.

) Rand Carter: "Antoine. jacques-Denis,"
The Grove Dictionary
Accessed 11 October 2004), <http://www.groveart.com>.

of Art Online (Oxford

University Press,

3

commission of this magnitude, winning the project against competition entries by
noteworthy architects such as Etienne-Louis Boullee (1728-1799), whose teaching
position Antoine later assumed. Furthermore, the Monnaie is the building for which
Antoine is chiefly remembered, and though he was a significant figure in his era, history
has largely forgotten him. Antoine left no descriptions of his design process for the Mint,
only his drawings, now housed at the Biblioteque nation ale in Paris.
The Hotel de la Monnaie survived the Revolution relatively unscathed, stanrling
today as a monument to the great achievements of architecture during the French
Enlightenment, even if its stylistic definition remains somewhat amorphous. Although
the Monnaie has been hailed by some modem historians as an archetype of the
Neoclassical style and a canonical work of French design,' the building has remained
little explored by American and French scholars. In its own era, however, the Mint was
praised by Antoine's stylistic successor, architect J-N.-L. Durand, and in the nineteenthcentury by J Gaudet in his Ecole des Beaux-Arts lectures.
Has this oversight of the Monnaie occurred because it lacks the elegance of its
neighbor, the Institut de France, as Patrice Cahart suggests?' Can it be seen as somehow
indecisive or unresolved in style? This striking and bold erlifice at such a prominent
position off the end of the be de la Cite certainly begs consideration. Cahart considers it

4 Wend von Kalnein called the Monnaie "one of the major public buildings of Louis XV's reign." Wend
von Kalnein, Architecture in France in the Eightun/h Century (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1995), 161.

Patrice Cahart, Introduction to G. Gille er M. Berry, L1nslltut til France et fa Monnaie de Pari! (paris:
Delegation l'Action Artistique de la Ville de Paris, 1990), 159.

S

a

4

an excellent representation of the height of French Enlightenment

architecture and labels

it one the first buildings designed for an industrial purpose'
Much about the Monnaie remains to be considered. The Hotel de la Monnaie has
been discussed, at varying depth, in many recent publications surveying this period of
French architecture.' Such works include Allan Braham, The .Ardntecture of tbe French
Enlighlenment, Louis Hautecoeur, Histoire de l'ardntecture dassique en France; Wend von
Kalnein, .Aribitecture in France in tbe Eighleenlh Century; and Jean-Marie Perouse de
Montclos, Histoire de l'arcbitectur«jranrazse: de la RenaiHance a Ia Rivolulion (and other titles),
to name a few of the better-known surveys.
There are several indispensable contemporary French sources on the Monnaie
that serve as starting points for any study on the building, and served likewise as the
foundation for this research. Such works include Jean-Marie Darnis, La Monnaie de Paris:
sa creation el son bistoire du ConJ1t1a1et de IEmpire ala Restauration (1795-1826); Fernand
Mazerolles, L 'Hste! des Monnaies: Ies Blilimenls, le Musee, les Aleliers; and, G. Gille et M.
Berry, L '[nstitu: de France ella Monnaie de Parts, which is a collection of essays, including
Monique Mosser, "[acques-Denis Antoine, Architecte Createur.!"

Additionally, publications concurrent with or near in date

to

the construction of

the Monnaie, guide-books and other texts offer glimpses of the Mint. A few of the many
sources include: J.-F. Blondel, Cours d'arcbitecture, 1771;J.-B.'-P. Le Brun, .Atmanacb
6

Ibid.

1 For

a full citation of the following entries, please refer to the bibliography.

Monique Mosser, "[acques-Denis Antoine, Architecte createur," in L1nstitJlI de France et la Monnaie de
Paris, by G. Gille et M. Berry (paris: Delegation a l'Action Artistique de la Ville de Paris, 1990). 161-175.

8
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historique et raisonne des architectes, peintres, sculpteurs, 1776; ].-G. Legrand and c.-P. Landon,
Description de Paris et de ses edifices, 1806; C. Lussault, Notice bistorique sur difunt [acques-Denis
Antoine, 1801; Pierre Patte, Memoires sur les objets lesplus imporlans de I'arcbitecture, 1769; and
Luc-Vincent

Thiery, Guide des amateurs et des itrangers voyageurs a Pans, ou, Description raisonnee

de atte ville, de sa ban/ieue, & de tout ce quelleseontiennent

de remarquable, 1781.' Unfortunately,

Lussault's works, among others, were unavailable to me because of their rarity. One of
the values of Monique Mosser's essay for this thesis is that she accessed these texts and
includes discussions of them in her writing.
Mosser established an excellent starting point for this thesis. She places the Mint
both physically and socially in the context of Antoine's architectural peers. She likewise
discusses the excellent receprion the Mint received from Parisians and contemporary
guidebooks alike, being praised especially for the ingenuity and the "pure engineering" of
its grand staircase. to Mosser laments the scant, or missing documentation

on the design

ideals that drove Antoine. Here too I found a further avenue to explore - Mosser quotes
Antoine's contemporary Lussault, who stated that the building was marked by a
particular preeminence related to caractire; an aesthetic response ro its duty as a symbol of

I have had recourse to Thiery only in so much as the few pages I was able to secure through Inter
Library Loan; thus I am indebted to the writings of those scholars who have been able to consult this

'J

work first-hand.
10

Mosser, "Architecte

createur," 163.

6

national opulence.

II

The concept of French caractire, also a fruitful area for new research,

has long been of interest to me, and I will argue that the Mint serves as an excellent
example of this notion.
Lussault's observation can be further pursued to reveal design intentions relating
to the planning of the interior, observations relevant to the existence and use of the
unusual staircase and grand sa/on of the premier etage. Where I differ slightly with Lussauit's
discussion, however, is that he found the Monnaie less concerned with caractere than with
suitability or utility, canoenance.t? This discrepancy between symbolic impression and
practical design must be well understood in placing the Mint among its peers, and will be
discussed later in this thesis. Was Antoine's Monnaie an achievement in the pure
"mechanics of art," 13 an architectural simplicity serving only its function? Or was the
Monnaie perhaps something more?
The Monnaie is an exceptional example of the rationally organized plan of the
eighteenth century. As we shall see, Antoine organized the program into one cohesive
treatment that included three major functions: residence, workshops, and administrative
facilities. Each of these programmatic elements was connected through a network of
axes and through the overall composition of the structure as it revolves around a central
courtyard. The two primary facades of the building also helped express these ulterior

11 Ibid. Although Mosser does not includes footnotes, one might assume from her general bibliography
that she refers to C. Lussault, Notice hiftorique sur dijlln! ]acqllcs-Denir Antoine (Paris, 1801). Two extant
volumes of this text are held in the Bibliotheque d'art et d'archeologie in Paris.

12

Ibid.

13

Mosser, "Architecte createur," 164.

7

functions through an exceptional use of rustication. Antoine's excellent organization
clarifies what could have become a tangled plan; furthermore his use of rustication
expresses the building's caraaire, or the representation of its function.
It is not that mints were an entirely new building-type. While there were
predecessors in France since the Middle Ages, covered in this thesis in the Appendix, it
was in the late eighteenth century that industrial buildings became of great typological
interest. As John Summerson notes, the architecture of the Enlightenment

was a

response to the growth of certain philosophical ideas, particularly an interest in industry
and science." Numismatics was of course industrial and technological in nature and
Antoine incorporated innovations congruent with the era to meet those needs. He
crafted his spaces to fit contemporary minting machinery, such as the screw-press, and he
is reported to have designed skylights for the foundry rooms to afford light to the workers
- features also treated later in this thesis. Antoine likewise embraced the building's
industrial nature by adopting a more austere building aesthetic. Subsequently this
structure, as a significant financial edifice in a central capital of Western Europe, became
a stylistic innovator and trendsetter, influencing many successive architects both in Paris
and abroad, such as Revolutionary architect Durand and English architect William
Chambers, as will be further discussed.
What I have attempted in this expository work is ro bring a building that was little
studied, though highly praised, to the English reader in a manner fuller than previously
14 John

Summerson, The An:hi/eclllrt of/he Eigh/wlth Cmtury, World Art Series (London: Thames & Hudson,

1986), 105.

8

attempted. It is my hope that future scholars will be able to use this work as a teference
point, expanding on those questions that I have posed, and correcting those errors that I
have undoubtedly made. The chapters to come shall progress in the following order.
Chapter II overviews ].-0. Antoine, his oeuvre, and his pivotal place within the context
of Neoclassicism and the age of the Enlightenment,

touching briefly on his use of

French caractire.

Chapter III is a formal description of the building and its spaces. Chapter IV
considers more carefully the commission and construction of the edifice, ending with a
collection of critical assessments of the structure. Chapter V provides a conclusion,
followed by an Appendix, which traces the history of the Parisian Mint and French
numismatic history up until the construction of the eighteenth-century

Mint.

9

CHAPTER II
ANTOINE

AND THE ARCHITECTURE

OF THE FRENCH ENLIGHTENMENT

Jacques-Denis Antoine and His Contemporaries

The premier building in the architectural career of Jacques-Denis Antoine
(Illustration 1), was the Hotel des Monnaies or Hotel de la Monnaie (1765-1775)
(Illustration 2). Born August 6, 1733, Antoine studied the trades of builder, mason, and
contractor. Whether his father simply did not have the means to offer Antoine a formal
education, or Antoine apprenticed under someone of note, his training appears to have
been minimal and he was an autodidact of the most extraordinary kind." Of the seven
siblings, Antoine had one brother who was an architect and another a sculptor, both of
whom Antoine employed on the Mint project and elsewhere during his career." In the
early 1760s Antoine was contracting by trade and had worked on several small
architectural projects, including work on the church facade of St. Nicolas-du-Chardonnet,
completed in 1765."

15

Michel Gallet, Us arcbitectes parisiens d« XVIIT' siide: dictionnaire biographiqlle et cn"ique (paris: Menges, 1995).

24.
16 It appears that Antoine did employ some nepotism in his construction hiring, as his own brother served
as a sculptor for the Mint (a relatively unknown figure compared with Pigalle and Mouchy). Ibid. Worthy
of note also, Antoine assended the ranks of his trade quickly; by age twenty Antoine was an "official
contractor" and sooo thereafter an "expert contractor." Mosser, "Architecte createur," 164.

17

In some translations this project is referred to as the gate of Saint-Nicolas-du-Chardonnet,

but the word

portail is best rendered facade. Charles HaUey rebuilt the new facade for this church in 1934 in a

10

Antoine submitted a design entry for the 1760 Comedie-francaise project, which
was later built in the Odeon district by Marie-Joseph Peyre (1730-1785) and Charles de
Wailly (1730-1798). Although he did not win the competition, Antoine was undoubtedly
attentive both to the building process and design, which is severe and planar as can be
seen in Illustration 3. The Comedie-francaise was proposed originally to sit on the Hotel
de Conti site (Illustration 4), the future location of the Monnaie, suggesting that Antoine
had already begun to consider the challenges of this site. As demonstrated in Illustration
5, he likewise began to contemplate a curved facade, according to this surviving
competition drawing. These drawings were at one time attributed to Jacques-Germain
Soufflot (1713-1780) because of their excellence.P
One might associate' certain elements of the Monnaie with the works of previous
masters, thus conceptualizing Antoine's stylistic lineage: Solomon de Brosse (c.15711626) for the interest in and treatment of columns, shown in Illustration 6; Claude
Perrault (1613-1688) for his regularized east facade of the Louvre, seen in Illustration 7;
and for the design theories of Francois Blondel (1628-1686) regarding hierarchy. Later, a
portrait of Francois Mansart (c.1598-1666) hung in Antoine's office within the Mint,
suggesting that Mansart may have been a great source of inspiration for him.'? Despite
his lack of formaL education Antoine appears to have been steeped in the traditions of
seventeenth-century

style. Jean-Marie Perouse de Montclos, Le Guide du Patrimoine: Pan's (paris: Hachette,

1994),473.
18 Mosser, "Architecte createur," 164. This elevation drawing, interestingly, seems to be in a Baroque style,
reminiscent of Bernini's attempts with the east facade of the Louvre; this style is dramatically removed
that of the final facade of the Monnaie, built just a few years later.
19

Gallet, U! arcbiteaes parisiens, 24.

11

the greatest architectural fathers of France. Perhaps this partially explains his
architectural dating and innovation since certain better-known architects such as Soufflot
and Gabriel were more closely regulated by their patrons and their positions. Conversely,
Antoine had no Prix de Rome prize to ensure and drive his career; like his education, his
success appears self-made."
Antoine lost the competition for the Paris Halle au Ble, or com exchange (176369), to architect and critic Nicolas Le Camus de Mezieres (1721-1793), who would later
appraise Antoine's Mint in his theoretical treatise." In 1766, while involved to some
degree with the project of the place Louis XV, Antoine worked on a series of immeubleJ on
the rue Saint-Honore, which hardly offered the pomp and display of the theater or Halle
au Ble projects.F In their letters of this period, Antoine's friends described him in terms
of old Roman virtue and likened him to the Neoclassical painters of the era. In
contributing to the Neoclassical architectural movement in France, Antoine was
promoting an architecture which sought to embody the pure mechanics of art, "/a partie
puremen: mCcaniquede fArt.""

He was commended for an enlightened understanding of

materials, for generating works of power and simplicity, full of energy, character, and

20

Mosser, "Architecte createur," 164.

21

Carter, n.p.

Norval White, The Guide to the Anhileclun of Pans (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1991),7. One of
these buildings, as I have seen, is still extant but has been greatly altered i~more recent years.

22

2J "The merely technical side of the art," Mosser, "Architecte createur," 164. This phrase might be
interpreted as art in its entirely functional state, and thus successful, and to some, most beautiful. It also
may be seen as architecture par/ante, or speaking architecture, coined in the nineteenth centw:y - an
architecture which clearly reveals its purpose.
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severity." An admirer of Virruvian ideals, Antoine also collected engravings and read
extensively; and though unable to travel to Italy until after the Mint project, Antoine
sought always to educate himself.25
The new Mint was conceived concurrently with plans for the place Louis XV
(present-day Place de la Concorde), which was being overseen by Ange-Jacques Gabriel
(1698-1782) (Illustrations 8, 9, and 10). Working alongside Gabriel, Antoine began
designing a Mint structure to be located behind the Hotel de Coislin (Hotel de CrilIon), a
scheme that envisioned the Mint building surrounding two courtyards. By 1767 the
location of the Mint was reconsidered and positioned more strategically for use, across
the Seine from the Louvre and adjacent to Louis Le Vau's College des Quatre Nations
(Institut de France) (Illustration 11).26It was also in 1767 that Antoine committed
himself with vigor to the Mint project, as his biographer Joachim Le Breton states,
"Antoine parut tout arme, comme la :Minerve qui sert d'ernbleme aux Beaux-Arts.'?" The

foundations and basement level of the Mint were completed by April 1771, the facade in
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Mosser; "Archirecte createur," 164.
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Ibid.
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Contractors Letellier, Armand, Lefevre, and Caque, ~versaw its progress. Carter, n.p.

27 «Antoine appeared armed like Minerva, the emblem of the Beaux-Arts schools," Mosser, "Architecre
creareur," 164. Le Breton's quote may have possibly come from the text RBpport fOit au nom de la section des
jinancu sur Ie projet de kJi relatif aux monnaie.r (paris: l'Imprimerie Nationale, 1803), which I have been unable
to consult, but is discussed by Mosser.
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1773, and the details and decorations in 1775.28 The building received unanimous praise;
in the following year, 1776, Antoine was granted a second-class honorarium at the
Academic Royale d'Architecture.t?
Along with his work on the Mint, Antoine continued to accept commissions for
other buildings. From 1770 to 1772 he worked on several country houses, including the
Chateau de Herces in Bercheres-sur-Vesgres. In 1773, he worked on some of his many
hotels, including the Hotel Brochet de Saint-Prest.P and aided in the reconstruction of
the fire-damaged Palais de Justice by designing a new stair, writing hall, and record
office." Also in 1776 he was appointed as the Controleur des Hotels des Monnaies du
Royaume, and placed in charge, in part, of the very facility he had built.32 From 1777 to
1778 he had the opportunity to visit the great monuments of Italy, an expected trip in
the education of any significant French architect.
The Monnaie had established for Antoine a reputation of capability and he would
live in the wake of this influential design for his remaining years. In 1778, for the Duke
of Alba, Jose Alvarez de Toledo y Gonzaga, Antoine designed the staircase, interiors,

28 An anecdotal story tells of the delivery of faulty stone that was pushed on Antoine with a consolatory
copy of the recent Enryclopldie - Antoine, it is said, refused both, such was his attention to perfection and
detail. Gallet, Les arcbitectes paruiens, 24.
29

Gallet, La architeaes paruims, 25.

30

This is now paLt of the Ecoles des Ponts et Chaussees on the rue des Saints-Peres.

Carter, n.p.

31 Carter, n.p. Most of the Palais de justice was renovated or rebuilt by Louis Lenormaod,
circa 1874
under Haussmaon's grand scheme; I am unsure whether the elements designed by Antoine are extant, but
Kalnein implies that they are. White, 21 j Kalnein, 163.
JZ

Gallet, LeI arrhilec/tI parisuns, 25; Carter, n.p.
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and gardens of the Palacio Alba y Berwick in Madrid." In 1780, Antoine introduced to
Paris the first archeological use of the Greek Doric order in his design of the templefront portico for the courtyard chapel of the monastery of Reverends Peres de la Charite
(rue des Saints-Peres)."

In 1801, he built the Hospice de La Rochefoucauld as a private hospital for
destitute clergy, magistrates, and military officers (Illustration 12).35Also in the 1780s,
with Nicolas-Henri Jardin (1720-1799), Antoine designed the facade for the Hotel de
Ville in Cambrai; for Friedrich Salm-Kyrsburg he devised a house and garden for the
Schloss Kirn-Kyrsburg in the Palatinate region." Antoine was also commissioned to
assist in the redevelopment of the he de la Cite and the place Louis XVI in Paris, though
this project was never realized."
Another of Antoine's country home designs, which included a garden design, was
the Chateau du Buisson-du-Mai at Saint-Aquilin-de-Pacy, built in 1782.'8 Antoine built
the Hotel de Maillebois in 1783 and the Hotel de Narbonne-Serant

in 1785 (Illustration

13).39In 1787, Antoine, a skilled financier, as proven with his work at the Monnaie,
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Carter,
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Ibid.
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This hospital was expanded in 1802 by Nicolas-Marie

D.p.

La Rochefoucauld-Doudeauville.

Clavereau and funded largely by the duchesse de

White, 250.

36 It is worth noting that this is the same patton of Pierre Rousseau's 1782-1787 construction, the Hotel
de Salm in Paris. Perouse de Montclos, Guide du Patrimoim, 275. The prince's satisfaction with Antoine's
work, and likewise, Rousseau's consideration of Antoine's work, remain open for further study.
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assumed supervision of the Paris tax walls, or barneres for the Fermurs generaux, from
architect Claude-Nicholas Ledoux, who was reportedly overspending and was therefore
removed from the project (Illustration 14).40From 1790 to 1792, a good time perhaps to
have removed oneself from France, Antoine worked on constructing a mint building in
Berne, Switzerland (Illustration 15).41The above achievements help illustrate three
noteworthy points about the person of Antoine: that after the commencement

of the

Paris Mint, he received several important commissions, as well as foreign recognition;
that he was stylistically innovative (as we shall see with the Mint), yet archeologically
sound (the temple-front monastery); and, furthermore,that

he was an adept

administrator, frugal with funds. Such perceptions permit a better understanding of this
enigmatic figure.
The Revolution had erupted in 1789 and three years after, in 1792, Antoine was
imprisoned, charged with having designed a secret tunnel beneath the Paris Mint that
would allow the English to steal gold and escape via the Seine. This unlikely story being
appealed, Antoine was released and returned to continue his much needed work on the
bamires project." It was this need for his skills that most likely saved his head, and

See Michel Gallet, Claude-Nicolas Ledoux: 1736-1806 (paris: Picard, 1980), for more information on
Antoine's involvement in the tax-wall project.
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Carter, n.p.

42 This is curious also because the tax walls became a focal point for public aggression against the ancien
regime, and nearly all were tom down. Allan Braham, The Architecture of the French Enlightenment
(Berkeley:' University of California Press, 1980), 194.
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perhaps his buildings as well. After 9 Thermidor (27 July 1794) Antoine retreated to his
house in Touraine, in the Loire valley, where he spent a great deal of time."
In 1799, Antoine was made a member of the Institut de France, filling the
position vacant after Boullee's death. At this time, Antoine and his wife lived in the
apartment at the comer of rue Guenegaud and the Quay, on the premier itage of the Mint,
a lodging that had been previously alIotred to him under the ancien rigime.44 His last few
years were spent in the comfort of social recognition. At the time of his death in 1801,
Antoine's oeuvre was extensive, though little of his work remains intact today. Althougb
he may not now be considered one the great masters of the eighteenth century, his
Parisian Mint influenced many leading architects, both contemporary and those to come.
Antoine's niece married Francois Soufflot le Romain; his notable nephews include
architects Louis-Francois Dubois and Jean-Jacques Huve (1742-1808), who had assisted
with the Mint, and, Antoine's biographer, Claude Thomas de Lussault.v

Neoclassicism and the Enlightenment

The era and style in which Antoine designed is of critical consideration in
understanding the Mint. The Monnaie might be categorized as, first, a minr-building in
building type; second, Enlightenment in time-period; and, third, Neoclassical in building
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Gallet, Les anbitettes parisiens, 29.
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Ibid.
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Gallet, 1...£1 arcbitettes pansiens, 29 and 358. I have also found Lussault's name spelled Lussaut.
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style. These latter two categorizations, however, are less self-evident than the first and
warrant further reflection. Let us consider the era of this building, the Enlightenment,
before turning to Neoclassicism.
The Enlightenment was a philosophical era that penetrated the minds, arts, and
politics of eighteenth-century France. It espoused a love of technological invention,
empirical knowledge, science, and education, driven in France largely by the philosophes.
The philosophes saw art as a potential tool for society's betterment; a didactic means to an
end." During the second half of the eighteenth century architecture as a conscious social
process underwent dramatic changes toward more philanthropic-oriented

results. It was

not simply a formal development from a Rococo to Neoclassical style, but a more
philosophicaL change that was both rapid and ubiquitous. Helen Rosenau argues that to
understand design one must first look to the corresponding thought of the period, and
only then to the architecture. During Antoine's time, architectural cues where taken from
the philosophes and their Encyclopidie.47

Two ways this was translated into architecture was

through uti/ite, which Antoine employed through the clarity of the organized plan, and
through overt spoken purpose, or caractire, which will be discussed shortly.
Within this era of Enlightenment what was the style of the Mint? Many categorize
it as Neoclassical, but what are the traits of this style? Enlightenment values, heavily
influenced by recent archeological finds in Pompeii and "elsewhere helped produce the
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(London: Studio Vista,
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style now called Neoclassicism.w A style that "aimed at recapturing the sober
magnificence of the antique world and producing an architecture embodying the 'noble
simplicity and tranquil greatness' which Winkelmann regarded as the outstanding
qualities of antique art.":" Its formal qualities have been described as, "solid, linear, and
generally rather severe;"so in a word, it was a style as bold as the era under which it
developed.
Rather than emerging explicirly from the trends of the Renaissance period or
Palladian tradirion, the Neoclassical edifice exhibits an overt interest in the architecture
of antiquity. Unlike the Renaissance antique revival, however, the revival of the
eighteenth century had a particular interest in archeological correctness, though in
practice this varied widely. Neoclassicism incorporated the growing understanding of
antiquity with a developing scientific approach. Publications of varying exactitude,
recording first-hand marvels of ancient architectural sites, flooded the book market
during the 1750s and 1760s."
Peyre and de Wailly's Theatre de l'Odeon is one building frequenrly considered
Neoclassical (Illustration 3). It is sober in its execution: the rustication is indeed linear
and severe, but it is proportional, not over-scaled; it exudes a calm in keeping with the
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Braham, 16.

49 John Fleming, Hugh Honour, and Nikolaus Pevsner, "Neo-classicism,"
The Penguin Dictionary oj
An:bitectu" (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1966, 1967), 154.
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movement, and does not experiment with foreign ornament apart from thar drawn from
antiquity. Its facade is such that the viewer takes in the whole, not its parts - the effect is
both noble and simple, as Winkelmann defined. Through overaU monumental scale and
the classical architectural reference of the portico, this theater prevails in "calm simplicity
and noble grandeur.""
In turning to the Mint we see a less stylisticaUy pure example, a mixture of past
and future. Certainly the Mint appears noble and simple in form, sober and magnificent,
while drawing on antiquity for inspiration. But compared with the Theatre de l'Odeon
the Mint is in some instances somewhat more daring and at others less so. The
rustication, as found on the side facade, seems at rimes over-scaled, and stretches the
entire height of the facade. The Mint, moreover, does not exude calm as much as it
speaks its purpose; the Seine face is grand and regal like that of a palace facade,
Furthermore, Antoine drew not only on the ancients for his inspiration, but on his
French forefathers as weU, employing the traditional pavilion ends on the side facade;
and, even more outside of strict Neoclassicism, the Mint references more recent Italian
examples, with sky-silhouetted statuary atop the attic block of the Seine facade, the
repeating aedicule, and in its organization referencing Italian palazzo design. What this
demonstrates is not a failiog on the part of Antoine - far from it - but illustrates the
complexity of this structure, both formaUy and stylisticaUy.

52. Marc J ordan: "Neoclassicism,"

The Grove Dictionary of Art Online, (Oxford University Press, Accessed 24
April 2005), <http://www.groveart.com>.
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Because of its time-period most likely, some later scholars have considered this
building an example of French Neoclassicism. And indeed, it does share some of these
attributes; the Seine facade consists of an austere reperition of shallow relief, rendering it
chastely ornamentaL Yet Antoine was not trying to collapse social classes, as some of his
contemporaries sought to do through architecture, but, rather, to symbolize class
strategizing, with the king, perhaps, as grand accountant and head."
Thus the building is somewhat of a paradox, displaying a synthesis of elements,
representing both the traditions of France and showcasing the Enlightenment

fervor for

advancement and science. The Mint was in ways srylistically and strucrurally innovative
and deployed the interest in building expression of purpose, or caractire. The building
references the past, formally complemenring the east facade of the Louvre, while
establishing innovative foundations for the furore. Fearures such as the novel fireresistant hollow tile vaulting system and skylights demonstrate Antoine's serious
architectural response to the function of the building exemplifying the late eighteenthcentury interest in building-purpose, character, and technology." Although wellproportioned and cubic, Antoine's work still draws upon the seventeenth-cenrury
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tradition of French Academic Classicism.v

as seen also in me public works of Gabriel,

which incorporate classical elements as decorative ornament, not those believed to be
literally inspired by me antique.v
Even more challenging man determining me building's style is assessing its role: it
is simultaneously a public monument in me sense mat it produced me national coinage,
and it is a royal monument in bam its symbolic decoration and its psychological
association with me crown and me royal treasury. While Enlightenment

in its public role

it retains elements of me ancien regime. It succeeds bam in represenring me crown well, in
addition to serving me people functionally. The construction of a mint, therefore, in
keeping with me ideals of me Enlightenment serves society as a visual means to a
financial, or perceived financial, end.

Caraclere: Building a Financial Facade

One component of architectural design during me Enlightenment,
seen in Neoclassical

and one often

works, was the concern for expressed function or caractire, which

sought to "express me ideas of both unification and differentiation distinctly, but
Having never had a proper Baroque era of building, France built instead in what has been called the
style of French Academic Classicism, which utilized amateur archeological inspirations within a
framework of design standards and principles taught first under the apprenticeship system and later in the
Academic Royale d'Architecture.The
Academy was founded in 1671, after the east facade of the Louvre
fiasco involving Gianlorenzo Bernini, to provide France with architects capable of overseeing the
increasingly frequent large royal commissions. Joseph Rykwert, The First Modems: The Architects of the
E.ghteenth Century (Cambridge: Mass: MIT, 1980), 13-15.
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without exaggeration.""

The Palais du Luxembourg of the seventeenth century with its

flamboyant rusticated columns (see Illustration 6) might be critiqued for such
exaggeration, whereas a Neoclassical edifice, seeking honesty in design, would shun
tustication beyond its use for functional clatity. This truthfulness is demonstrated in the
Monnaie, where Antoine employed rustication to enhance the sense of the building's
solidity, to communicate its purpose, so requisite for a financial and industrial building.
The golden Dome des Invalides, in the ctitique of Abbe Marc-Antoine Laugier
(1713-1769), lacked all sense of Enlightenment functionality, its "utter uselessness" never
ceasing to shock him.'· What Laugier and others sought from Enlightenment architects
was a theory of building that responded to a social or utilitatian need and was expressed
through a vocabulary of order and hierarchy - achievements often reached through the use
of the Neoclassical style. The Monnaie, with its stark, geometric facade and bold columnar
treatment, expresses this hierarchy both within its own features and within the greater
urban architectural surround.
In considering the Monnaie, the concept of caraetire is of particular interest. This
building has an immediately identifiable presence; with its massive stones and heavy
rustication, it is imposing and muscular. Its powerful facades are the visual embodiment
of a secure building, so apropos to a mint. Theories involving the concept of character
were bom out of an interpretation of Atistotelian philosophy in which the external body
57 Emil Kaufmann, Architecture in the Age of Reason: Baroque and Post-Baroque in England, ItalY, and France (New
York: Dover, 1955, reprinted 1968), 121-122.
58 Marc-Antoine Laugier, An Buoy on Architecture (1753), translated by Wolfgang and Anni Herrmann (Los
Angeles: Hennessey & Ingalls, 1977), 91.
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expresses the inner state of the soul, i.e., that the exterior of a building portrays its
interior reality. 59 Boullee and others considered the use of caractere as a direct expression
of function." John Summerson described this era of architecture as based on the idea of
bienfaisance, "meaning quite simply the desire to render society more reasonable and more
humane," a kind of architectural benevolence." But bound with the idea of b.enfaisance
was the idea of caractere, which sought to achieve a common social goal through unity and
clarity of purpose.
In his 1745 treatise, Livre d'architecture, Germain Boffrand (1667-1754) does not
speak of style but of character. Boffrand was a primary proponent of the use of caractire
both to inform the viewer of the building's function and for it to make an impression
upon him." He was likewise one of the first theorists to speak of a type of narrative
architecture where function was clearly expressed, moving away from the idea of
architecture as poetry. Boffrand, rather, saw architecture as a kind of theater, both as the
stage setting for society and as itself an actor presenting its "character" to the audience of
passers by. Like an actor, the building was ornamented to better express its character.
59 The concept of caraaire was discussed in the Encyclopidic by Diderot and D'Alembert, and was
encouraged in the Academy. Donald Drew Egbert, The Beaux-Arts Tradition in French .Arcbiteaur»: llhatrated
by the Grands Prix de Rome (princeton: Princeton University Press, 1980), 121. See Egbert's chapter on
character for a fuller reading of how this architectural theory evolved.

In 1746 Abbe Charles Batteux wrote for a wide audience about an ordered cosmos that included art,
nature, and function. Burke's philosophical writings on the sublime and the beautiful had a profound
impact on French architects once translated in the bite 1750s, but whether Antoine read any such
influential philosophical texts is open to speculation. The Encyclopedic had an exceptionally large
architectural audience and in other areas of learning Antoine was an avid self-teacher. Rosenau, Social
Purpose, 13; and, Melanie Parry, ed., "Burke, Edmund," Chambers Biographical Dictionary (New York:
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The caractere of the building, Boffrand believed, should represent the patron's status only
in so much as it utilizes the expressive nature of the building. The building therefore
should have a rhetoric or persuasive communication, not unlike human "attitude, dress
and gesture."" For the Mint, this character was one of security.
For jacques-Francois

Blondel (1705-1774), caractire went beyond visual beauty,

though he remained tom between a supremacy of aesthetics versus functionality. Blonde!
embraced Boffrand's ideas of character but added to them a Vitruvian philosophy of
"practicality, solidity, and adornment," advocating exterior fonnality and interior
practicality." In his 1753 Essai Laugier further advocated minimizing the concern for
visual beauty with a concern for expressiveness and character." Nicolas Le Camus de
Meziereswrote in his treatise of 1780, that "the style and tone must be relative to the
character of the whole," both inside and out.'" For him caractere was supported by
notions of harmony and proportion, and was contingent upon building type." These
related theories, so prevalent at the time of Antoine's Mint construction, may well have
influenced the ideology of the building.

Caroline van Eck, ed., Introduciron, Germain Boffracd, Book oj Architecture: Containing the General
Pn"nciplu of the Art and the Plans, Ekvatiofls and Section! of Some of the Edifices Built in France and in POrezgl/
Countries (1745), David Britt, trans. (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2002), xix.
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introduction by Robin Middleton, translation by David Britt (Santa Monica: Getty Center for the History
of Art and the Humanities, 1992),93.
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By means of its function as the producer of French national coinage, the caractire
of the Mint expressed its public nature and a character of monarchical fiscal power. On
the whole, the eighteenth century saw a shift of emphasis from private buildings to those
of a public and secular realm.68 The Mint can be considered both a public edifice in the
way it marked the face of the city and a royal edifice in its perceived affiliation with the
treasury. It was both the producer of coins to be carried by all and the destination of
funds, the origin of a prevalent imperial iconog;raphy.G9The building was both a start and
finish for the idea and reality of French coinage, the place where it was distributed,
returned, and saved. In this sense above all, it was a powerful and symbolic public, civic,
and governmental edifice. In didactic fashion, these messages were related to the
populace by means of a particular architectural character achieved through the visual
nature of the facade,
Paris was also, as it had been for centuries, a significant trendsetter in Western
Europe." Antoine's Mint, therefore, was an aesthetic statement about the appearance of
finance, financial institutions and government as a whole, and was successful enough that
he was later commissioned to build another mint in Berne." In a true representation of
its caraaire, the Monnaie shaped both the character of the city and that of the architect.

68

Rosenau, Social Purpose, 26.

As is common social tradition, French coins frequently bore an image of the king, a reminder of the
great benefactor from which the currency emanated.
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71 Minting facilities in Berne were moved to a new building in the early twentieth century, as Antoine's
building was found inadequate in size. "Construction du batiment actuel de la Monnaie federale," Swiu
Miltl website (Accessed 29 Aptil200S) <http://www.swissmint:ch/f/numismatique/1S0_ans.shcm1>.
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CHAPTER III
BUILDING DESCRIPTION

The Designing of a Mint

The plan of the Monnaie is trapezoidal with an acutely angled diagonal rear wall
(see Illustrations 16, 17, and 18).72The building was thus built to fit the unusual shape of
its site, a constriction that figured largely in its design. The Mint consists of two primary
exterior facades and three functionally different internal areas. Unique to the design of
this Mint is its tripartite program of (1) semi-public administrative spaces, (2) industrial
production facilities, and (3) private residential quarters (see Illustration 18). The
rustication of corresponding facades serves to characterize the functions taking place
within. The stately Seine facade represents the administrative functions of the building,
the rue Guenegaud side facade corresponds to the minting ateliers and service entrance,
and the interior court indicates the aristocratic hotel. 73

n Francis Ambriere, Lss Caides BleNI: Pam et so proche ban/ieue (paris: Librairie Hachette, 1963), 314.
For a better understanding of minting, see Thomas J. Sargent and Francois R. Velde, The B~ Problem of
Small Change (princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002), especially the section, «Supply side: the mint"
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They write, "The mint stands ready to convert gold or silver into specified coins at fixed prices" (Sargent
and Velde, 8), but as we shall explore here, there is much symbolic meaning in the structure of a mint;
ideologically, it is so much more than a simple factory.
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The design as a whole seems reminiscent of the French hotel, or palatial
townhouse tradition, a common example of which is shown in Illustration 19. Adhering
to the French hotel type would offer visual references to the prestige of the already
established seventeenth- and eighteenth-century hotel tradition, while suggesting an
innovative precedent for the character of this building. Hitherto, France lacked a specific
mint-building architectural tradition; the style was not yet defined, and in this sense,
malleable. The Conti site, once the location of a residential hotel, was already
predisposed to accommodate this type of hotel-derived structure.
Ptior to Antoine's Monnaie, Patisian mints had been built slowly in piecemeal
constructions, as needed. During the Middle Ages, French minting facilities lacked a tigid
architectural canon or typology." At times, these utilitarian operations were housed in
parr of the Louvre or other palace structures, and they followed the court as its location
changed. These earlier palace-bound and purely utilitarian structures were unconcerned
with producing a characteristic architectural image, as Antoine's Mint was clearly
intended to do. It also was in the medieval period that the right bank began to flourish as
the commercial center of Paris. In time, this economic heart of the city, containing the
markets and natural trading port, became the home of the late medieval Mint," where it

74 For further reading, see N. J. Mayhew and Peter Spufford, eds., Later Medieval MinIs: Organization,
.Administranon, and Techniques, The Eighth Oxford Symposium on Coinage and Monetary History (Oxford:
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remained until the eighteen th century. Based on available evidence, it seems that early
mint workshops were not yet designed specifically for minting nor were they designed
with a particular aesthetic character in mind.
In the latter part of the fourteenth century, a purpose-built mint, or Monnai.,"
devoted solely to the purpose of minting stood on the rue de la Monnaie of the tight
bank, perpendicular to the Seine and near where the Pont-Neuf is today. This Mint,
which no longer survives, remained at this location for nearly four centuries." This 1396
Mint, recorded as one of the grandest in Western Europe, is mentioned as containing a
communal kitchen and garden, a chapel and cloister, as well as housing for the mint staff.
Although information is scant, it appears there was an open passage or alley that ran
through the center of the Mint (a seeming secutity issue), as seen in Illustration 20.
Documents further record that there were shops rented along the streets surrounding
and running through the Mint."
This 1396 Mint had been deemed inefficient and decrepit for centuries when
plans for a new Mint began to be drafted in the eighteenth century. The new Mint
project was opened up as a competition in 1767, allowing architectural competitors the
chance to define a mint-building tradition specific for France." This new building, as we

76 Monnaie, the title of both money and the French Mint, has its origins in the Roman word for money,
juno's supposed surname, moneta. It was inJuno's temple, likewise, that Roman coi.ns were minted. Derus
R Cooper, Coin! and Minting (Aylesbury, UK: Shire Publications, 1983),3.
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have seen, was originally to be located within Gabriel's place Louis XV

schema. This

location would have inevitably tempered the appearance of the Mint requiring it to be
complementary to Gabriel's noble facades (see Illustration 10).
Boullee's entry exemplified the hotel design tradition with the cour d'honneur near
the front of the plan, shielded and separated from the street by the customary stone
screen, as seen in his entry drawing, Illustration 21. Antoine inverted this; the main court
was placed toward the center of the plan behind a dense entry passage, or vestibule,
which houses the landing for the grand stairs. Antoine's plan, with the main stair near the
front of the building and within a large entry vestibule, more closely resembles the design
of an Italian palazzo, its stylistic ancestor, than that of a French hotel. This similatity can
be seen in comparing Illustrations 22 and 23.
In Italian palazzi of the seventeenth century, the facade of the main body of the
building was flush with the street, without the need for a screen as found in the French
hotel. In a few cases the entry vestibule led to a stair, which in turn led to the sala above
at the piano nobile level (see Illustration 23).80Below this sala, at the building's front, the
vestibule would lead inward to the inner court. In the typical French hotel, however, the
court and street are adjacent, frequently divided only by a shallow stone screen, just thick
enough

to

separate the interior life from the public realm (see Illustration 22). In the

Although Illustration 23 is a sixteenth-century example of a palazzo, I think it makes clear the similarity.
For an excellent study on Italian palazzi, see Patricia Waddy, Seventeenth-Century Roman Palaces: Use and the
Art of/he Plan (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1990). Stairs in Italian palazzi can be found acsending from
the vestibule or the courtyard areas. For our purposes of comparison here, vestibule-staircase examples,
such as found at the Palazzo di Spagna by Borromini and Palazzo Farnese, among others, demonstrate
this style of Italian palatial townhouse. It must be noted, however, that in most cases stairs are found
leading from the courtyard rather than the vesitbule.
80
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French example, the stair is intimarely connected to the salon, the focal point of the
building, locared near the rear and often opening to a rear garden (see Illustration 19).
Unlike the French building shielded from the street by a screen, the Italian
palazzo greets the street frontally. Thus the Italian courtyard is not a space between the
screen and main building, it is a hollow center in the mass of the huilding itself. In this
aspect of the Mint design, Antoine appears to parallel the Italian example, though it
should be noted that he had not yet traveled to Italy to see such works directly.
Overlooking the Seine Antoine's salon is located at the front of the building, as
conunonly placed in a palazzo. The salon placement designates this more formal face
toward the city, while it situates the mechanics of the building

to

the rear.

Rather than being considered purely an hOtel partiadier; Antoine's building-design
perhaps strove to incorporate various progranunatic elements of the hotel tradirion, yet
did not attempt to duplicate the townhouse type in its entirety. The Mint is thus not
simply of an hotel or palazzo style, it is an innovative mix of traditions couched in a
functionally practical plan. Although the possibility of Italian influence remains uncertain,
the comparison is a valuable exercise when considering the Mint in terms of the
organ.izarion of space.
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A Listing of Parts

Concerning the main elements of the building, the Seine facade corresponded to
the administration block, including the hotel proper, whereas the chief side facade on the
rue Guenegaud denotes the mint workshops and foundry area which lay behind it.
Requisite to the residential function, stables are located next

to

the eastern side facade

and service entrance. A short facade, on the impasse de Conti to the west, has some
elements that appear over-scaled when compared to those of the rue Guenegaud facade
(Illustration 24). Legrand astutely notes that Antoine left pageantry to the quay-side
facade, while the prosaic treatment of the rue Guenegaud facade served the workshops"
The exterior of the Hotel de la Monnaie remains cohesive despite its varying parts, each
distinct from the next. The result of generating a different srylistic character for the two
main facades and their separate functions is that the edifice appears larger and more
grandiose than it may actually be.
Beyond the southwest wall of Antoine's Mint was the Hotel L'Averdy, or Palais
Conti, the smaller of the two original hotels. It was built by a young Jules HardouinMansart (1646-1708) for Henri Guenegaud who, at the time of its 1669 commission, also
owned the larger hotel. The young architect was noted as being inspired by the larger
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J.-G. Legrand and C.-P. Landon, Description tk Pans

el de Its

edifiCe! (paris, 1806), 82.
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hotel, built by his great uncle, an old Francois Mansart, circa 1659 (Illustration 25).82The
Hotel L'Averdy became the residence of Francois de L'Averdy, Inspector General of
Finance, Louis XV's senior finance minister, who lived here until the Revolution."
Although a small hotel, this building comprised a considerable part of the Mint's site; in
1795 it was incorporated into the grearer minting workshop area to house the Master
Engraver's and gold refining workshops, abandoning, at least in part, its former
residential function (see Illustrations 16 and 17).84At the time he designed the Mint,
Antoine is noted to have thoroughly examined the Hotel L'Averdy, its style making a
significant impression upon the somewhat novice architect

85

Arrangemenr of the Seine Fa~ade

The Seine facade, the ptimary facade of the building, is in length roughly 390 feet
(117 meters) (Illustration 26). It is grand and imposing, explicitly setting portraying the

Bertrand Jestaz, «La premiere oeuvre connue de Jules Hardouin-Mansart:
e1it de Couti," Bulktin Monummta/158, 00. 3 (2000): 217-237.

82

Le Petit Hotel de Guenegaud,

Indeed it seems quite fitting for a finance minister to live next to the national Mint. "Palais Conti Hotel de Laverdy," Monnaie de Paris website (Accessed 26 March 2005),
<http://www.monnaiedepacis.com/fonds_doc/plaverdy.htrn>.
There is some conflicting evidence
concerning this small hotel and who lived there. Considered by some the residence of the Mintmaster at
one time, the hotel may also have been inhabited by Pennon at the turn of the nineteenth century (parents
of Abrantes.dater associated with Bonaparte), and by the surgeon Larrey, who lived there from 1805-1832.
83

Ambriere, 316.
84

See Illustration 16. "Palais Conti - Hotel de Laverdy," n.p.

A lineage seems to emerge: F. Mensart inspires the work of]. H.-Mansart, who in turn inspires that of
Antoine. It is worth further consideration to what affect the exterior appearance of this structure had
upon Antoine's design of the connecting Mint structure. Braham, 120. N.B., some confusion continues to
reign in scholarship as to which Mansart built the Hotel L'Averdy.
8S
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prestigious and symbolic function of the building over the industrial function of its
interior. The Ionic order is restricted to the central block, seen in Illustration 27,
following the trarlition established by Jules Hardouin-Mansart.w

The projecting avant-

corps of this facade consists of five central bays, with arcades below and Ionic columns
above, capped with a somewhat unprecedented French use of a rectangular atric block
surmounted by six allegorical statues: Prudence by Jean-Baptiste Pigalle (1714-1785), and
Law, Force, Trade, Abundance, and Peace by Louis-Philippe Mouchy (1734-1801) and
Felix Lecomte (1737-1817) - all of which can be related to finance in some way
(lllustration 28).87
With its formal and stately composition, this facade has as its focus something
similar to an Ionic portico sans pediment, The "missing" perliment actually appears on
the reverse of this facade, on the north-side elevation of the principal court shown in
Illustration 29. This instance in the construction of the Mint raises questions as to
Antoine's approach to design; in many cases he experimented with architectural
convention, by rlisplacing, for example, the trarlitional perliment in this instance and
exaggerating rustication in another. An adrlitional deviation from trarlition was the main
facade's absence of terminal pavilions, which usually capped the ends of a long facade, as
seen in the east facade of the Louvre. The Mint is rlistinctive in terms of hierarchy,

Robert Neuman, Robett de Cotte and the Pet/ec/ion
University of Chicago Press, 1994), 125.
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Ambriere, 314; Legrand and Landon, 85. The use of an attic topped with silhouetted statues is more
reminiscent of Italian tradition than French.
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concerning

facade, the primary
treatment

focus of the building, was given the most dignified

- an effect accomplished

against the long repetition
rusticated

and greatet urban planning.88

both the local built environment

by the visual density of the avant-corps contrasted

of the flanking elevations;

the whole, resting on a heavily

planned
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allowed access to and from the water in a pragmatic

Chambers's

level that not only would have
sense, but would have visually

the building as well. From extant drawings of the rime, such as Sir William
rendering

Hubert Robert,
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it appears

survived to the present
grounding

and impressive
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day.s9 Without
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30, among others, including

a drawing by
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this feature the front elevation
potential
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it has not
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The Side Facade

The side facade located on the rue Guenegaud
Seine facade at its northeast
horizontal

88

forms an acute angle with the

corner. It is low and dense, hugging the street with bold

massing and deeply grooved

rustication

shown in vatying degrees in

Eighteenth-century building philosophies of order and symmetry would guide the founding principles

of the Ecole des Beaux-Arts in the following century.
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Since the time of Antoine's construction the banks of the Seine have rebuilt, and this perhaps may have

played a role in the demolition of the basement level.
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Illustrations 31 and 32.90 Here, the effect is less palatial and more industrialparticularly eighteenrh-century

a

aesrhetic - visually communicating the workshop

function beyond this walL Stylistically, it seems ro share more in common wirh emerging
revolutionary works, such as Ledoux's. Like the Seine facade the rue Guenegaud facade
consists of a horizontal mass punctuated by a central bay, which is similarly graced by
aUegoticai statuaty, the Four Elements by Duprez and Jean-Jacques Caffieri (1725-1792)
(Illustration 33)91
In keeping wirh Antoine's rearrangemenr of architectural elements, it is this
facade, not the Seine facade, that employs traditional French pavilions projecting at both
ends (compare Illustrations 34 and 30).92 For each of the building's facades the depth of
rustication appears directly correlatedto

the function represented in that wing of the

building: the Seine facade is most commanding, followed by the side facade with its
intimidating heavy massing, and, lastly, the more intimate interior court, whose rusticated
joints have half the depth as those stones on rhe Seine facade,

This facade appears darker than the Seine facade, perhaps due in part to the lower light level from the
close-knit street quarters, and perhaps because of more infrequent cleanings than the main facade
.
resulting in a somewhat bolder appearance (compare Illustrations 31 and 34).

90

91

Ambriere, 314.

92

Legrand and Landon, 85.
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Vestibule

The Seine facade's formal entry from the quai de Conti leads direcdy into the
entry vestibule (Illustration 35). Here, in a tunnel-vaulted passage, stands Antoine's
unheralded forest of columns beneath rosette-studded coffering, displayed in
Illustrations 36 to 38. Dark and barrel-vaulted, the vestibule houses twenty-four partially
fluted Doric columns. The entry allows passageto the grand stair at the west and on the
main axis to the principal court with workshops beyond to the south. Entered from the
vestibule, the uniquely grand impetial staircase contains sixteen Ionic columns and leads
to the grand salon of the premier elage (Illustrations 39 and 40). As will be discussed later,
this stair was a significant achievement in its own right, and may have influenced
Ledoux's Chiitaeau de Benouville stair (Illustration 41). Antoine's was certainly one of
the grander staircases outside of the court."
The salon is a double height room with twenty magnificent Corinthian columns
supporting an octagonal gallery that encircles the space (Illustration 42)94 The lavishly
gilded salon, one of the parts of the building finished later, was decorated in the
sumptuous style of Louis },,'VIand can be compared

to

the style of Antoine's close

Legrand and Landon, 84, Gallet notes that Antoine had built several other notable staircases suggesting
that this was a feature for which he was particularly well regarded. Michel Gallet, SIn/tty MansiOn!;
Eigbteenth Century Pans Architecture (New York: Praeger, 1972), 82.

9)

Thiery casts suspicion on the date of the salon and grand stair. Luc- Vincent Thiery. Guide des amateurs et
des etranger! voyageurs a Paris. ou, Description raisonnee de ette vifk, de so ban/ieue, & de lOll! a qu'e/Ie! contiennent de
remarquabk (paris: Chez Hardouin & Ganey, 1781), 2, 473.
.
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friend Charles de Wailly.95Legrand aptly stated that this room, in all its grandeur, seemed
best suited for a concert or a ball." Above each of the four doors in this hall is a
medallion that bears the initials of one of the four senior officials who served in the
organization of the Monnaie (and possibly in its commission): Francois de l'Averdy
(Minister of Finance), (Marquise de) La Boulaye (Boulais) (intendant des Finances),JeanFrancois Joly de Fleury (administrateur general des Finances), and Francois
d'Orrnesson.?" To the east of the salon are various apanments and cabinets, where
allegorical figures and putti are posed with cornucopias overflowing with coins."

The Main Axis and Ateliers

From the vestibule the primary axial path leads to the south. The principal
elevation on the south side of the main court is curved, has a central pavilion, and leads
to the various quarters of the minring facility. The original and primary foundry room is

The Louis XVI style suggests a later completion date, which accords with evidence that the building
facade was finished first and the interior not completed until 1785, after Louis XVI's reign had begun and
met with shifts in stylistic trend. Braham, 120. The salon was minimally renovated to house the Monnaie
museum in 1827, which involved simply adding appropriate furnishings, and it remained in that condition
until the recent relocation of the museum into the old foundry quarters. The ceiling, also of a later
nineteenth-ceutury date, was painted by jean-joseph Weerts (1847-1927). Ambtiere, 315.
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Legrand and Landon, 84-85. At the time Legrand was writing on the Mint, the salon was kept as a
laboratory of mineralogy by Balthasar Sage, which included a large circular stage and was run as a small

9G

school; illustrated in Gille and Berry, 210.
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Ambriere, 315.

From the salon six doors are aligned enfilade, connecting the apartments of this wing. Napoleon III
took these apartments as one of this various lodgings during his rei~; his insi~a now marks the
overdoors of these festooned interiors, I was fortunate enough to VlSltthe st31I, salon, and apartments to
the east of the salon, by private tour, upon my visit to the Monnaie in 2003,
98
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on this main axis with the cour d'bonneur and currently houses the Mint museum. This
room, the sa/Ie des balanaers, is sixty-two feet (18.6 meters) in length and thirty-nine feet
(11.7 meters) wide, with a heavily beamed ceiling supported by engaged Tuscan pilasters
(Illustrations 43 and 44). Antoine's innovative skylights covered this great hall, allowing
the screw-press workers below access to much needed day-lighting. Light would be a
premium in such a facility and skylights would allow for it without, perhaps, creating the
same security issue that peripheral windows might. Such security concerns likewise
prompted Sir John Soane (1753-1837) to develop innovative sky-lighting for his Bank of
England in London (1788-1833).
The foundry room terminates at the south in a sizable apse, designed to be visible
from the main room (see Illustration 18, legend numbers M and N). From this apse
presides the impressive statue of Fortune, by Mouchy, a focal piece and concluding point
for the main axis (Illustrations 45 and 46).9'JThe manufacture of coins was distributed
between three main workshops and their various rooms: the ateliers des Especes, multiple
rooms of various names where the molten metal was cast, rolled, and cut into workable

Legrand and Landon, 84-85. Whereas in the Renaissance, Fortune may have implied a certain aspect of
changeability or worldly fickleness, here, Fortune may represent fo[tu~ein the sense of wealth. The word
fortune has a double meaning in both English and French:ftrl1lne. destiny, and Jor/llne, wealthy. She may
symbolically imply a perception of the treasury's achieved stability, or positive fortune. A more cynical
reading might be that Fortune, in her [micky cole, presided over the workers to abash indolence.
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blanks, or discs prepared for striking; the atelier du monnayage, a vast room in which coins
were struck (discussed above as the sa/Ie des balanaers}; and the atelier des medal/les, where
medals were produced.w

The Cour d'honneur

Antoine united this building of many parts and many faces at its central point, the
principal courtyard, or cour d'bonneur. The primary court is the heart and center of the
Mint, measuring 110 feet by 92 feet (roughly 35 by 30 meters). The court's north
elevation seems to correspond in its ornamental treatment to the salon within, employing
the degree of architectural detai1ing one would expect in a residence, such as aedicule
surrounds lacking in other parts of the building (Illustrations 47, 48 and 49). Peculiar
here is the pediment above, which, one might think, should be on the exterior front of
the building in place of the attic.'?'
This main court leads to two smaller service or side courts on the cross-axis; the
surface treatment there is understated with sharp comers and pristine detai1ing,
displaying the cool austerity of industry, demonstrated in Illustrations 50 and 51. These,

100 Ambriere, 315. This last mentioned workshop made medals or commemorative medallions and was
housed in the Louvre from circa 1609 to 1807, after which this specific workshop was transferred and
housed in Antoine's Mint: The rooms are so many on the ground floor that they cannot all be listed here

(see illustration 18 for a legend).
101 Within the pediment two allegorical figures flank a clo~k;at the ~eetof the right. figure are smoking
cald.rons, and at the feet of the left figure is a screw-press m bas-relief (see Illustration 49).
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in turn, otiginally led to smaller interior courts, some of which also led to the street.102
The smaller courts of the building would have allowed for exhaust from the processing
of metal. It is worth noring that on considering the multiple entries to this structure and
its many courts, the building, for a mint, seems relatively open and less secure in design
than might be expected. In compatison with the medieval Mint, however, which had a
street running through the center with shops for lease, this design would indeed appear
more secure.

As mentioned, the southern elevation of the principal court curves in a
prominent arc, decorated with the busts of kings Henri II, Louis XIII, Louis XIV, and
Louis XV, all of who played a significant role in the history of French coinage
(Illustration 52).103 The central pavilion of this concave facade demonstrates an interest
in pure form and a love of proportion, as seen in illustration 53. The pavilion is
accentuated with four Doric columns and surmounted by the statues of Abundance and
Good Faith (Illustration 54).104 From Abundance's cornucopia issues forth a profusion
of coins while Good Faith sits with her dog. lOS The two flank a crest where three
festooned fleurs-de-lis are capped by a crown, longtime symbol of the French monarch rich symbolism regarding finance and royalry, which are closely-knit.

102 Unfortunately. due to the limited size and nature of this study, a full account of minting workshops,
mineralogy, and numismatics, cannot by fully explored here.

103

Gille and Berry, 202; Ambriere, 315.

104

Legrand and Landon, 85.

105 Good Faith appears to be holding a scale, but this is unclear. If so, it is interesting that the scale would
be associated with.Good Faith, perhaps boding well for the Mint's profit.
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Extending from both sides of this bay is a covered passage that led to the various
workshops and two secondary courts (lllustrarion 55). The principal court creates
cohesion by centralizing the structure and clarifying the main axis, a variation on the
theme 'lf hotel courts. Here the curved elevation consists of nine doors splayed across
the concave facade as shown in Illustration 56. Above the four smaller doors hang
original plaques with the directional inscriptions: "Bureau des monnayeurs," "Entree du
blanchirnent,'

"Entree des fondeurs,' "Chambre de la delivrance" (des especes

frappees).I06 With this signage Antoine has created a sense of easy passage through the
building. Although the reality of navigating was nonetheless through a complex network
of passages, his design gives a perception of clarity. With its center in the court, the
edifice is an exercise in the clarity of the organized plan, an accomplishment indeed when
consideting the melee of different tasks taking place within the structure.I'"

Foundt;y Apse

The middle door of the Seine facade aligns axially with the central door of the
curved court facade; the axis terminates in the apse, from which Fortune presides over
the main foundry (see Illustration 43). Reminiscent in placement

to

a statue of the Virgin

in a church, inspiring the faithful to piety, here, Fortune motivates the workersto
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prosperous diligence. This voluptuous statue stands as the representative symbol and
taskmaster of the edifice, the fecundity of the foundry (see illustration 45).
In this apse Antoine again employed the curving splay of doors as a guide,
repeating this favored theme. This smaller arc mimics its precursor in the court, and,
even more than in the courtyard, an illusion of grand building size is generated. Whereas
one might expect this kind of planning device toward the front of a building, leading to
lengthy passages, Antoine employed it here perhaps to create the illusion that the
building extends much further beyond this wall.
Eacb door is labeled with a direction above it, naming the workshop area to
which it leads, "Especes," "Flaons," "Depot," and "Forge," thus serving both as building
guide and an orienting device. lOS This functional clarity is deceptive, since the apse is
actually near the rear of the building. Due to the odd shape of the site, the westernmost
doors of the apse are mere yards from the outer edges of the ptincipal building wall, yet
the apse creates an appearance of further depth and grandiosity. This is similar to the
aesthetic treatment of the exterior of the building, where, for example, rustication is
exaggerated to induce a more formidable appearance.
The curving stylistic feature, popular in eighteenth-century designs, was put to
use masterfully by Antoine, who enhanced the appearance of size and clarity in this
building. It was also a clever use of planning that helps make sense of an otherwise
troublesome trapezoidal site-plan. Antoine efficiently utilized the main axis, though it
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Gille and Berry, 203.
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was really quite short, to deflect movement off the main path and direct it ohliquely
toward the majority of rooms located off-axis (see Illustration 18).
French architectural historian Michel Jantzen discusses the significance of the tour
d'bonneur and the central axis of the building. Just beyond the central door of the court
was the principal workshop area - a position that he suggests almost sacralizes the
activity of minting coins (see room N, Illustration 18).109This high-ceilinged hall has
restrained architectural detailing and moldings. It was this hall.,the sa/Ie des balanaers, that
housed the technologically advanced and prized eighteenth-century German minring
machine, the screw-press (Illustration 57).110 By centralizing this room on the plan's
principal axis, Antoine not only glorified the royal act of mincing, but also the advanced
technology at work there, as it was commensurate with an architectural Enlightenment
interest in uti/iii.

Rustication

An unprecedented

Parisian civic structure, the Mint's primary expression of

function through symbolism is seen in Antoine's use of exaggerated rustication. Two
intriguing aspects of Antoine's Mint design include his stripping away of long-established

Michel Jantzen, "L'Horel de la Monnaie," Monnaie de Paris website (Accessed 28 July 2004)
<http://www.moaoaiedeparis.com/fonds_cloc/micheLj.htm>.
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110 Although perfected by the Germans, the screw-press was first designed under the patro.nage of French
king Henri II (r.1547-1559) (Sargent and Velde, 54), hence t~e signifi~ance of having Henri II's bust
among those kings represented in the main court. For more information on the developmentof
the
screw-press, see Sargent and Ve Id e, "Th e screw press. ..
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forms and ornament, and his unique incorporation of unusual elements. On the rue
Guenegaud facade, windows are cut directly into the surface of the wall without a
framing aedicule or even a simple molding. The absence of transition between wall and
puncture creates an almost brutal utilitarian appearance.
In contrast, the interior court has quieter rustication with aedicules that give the
appearance of a traditional hotel. Antoine provided the fenestration with bands of stone
framing, thus softening the effect of the rustication on the whole of the surface and
drawing attention to the sa/on windows on the premier flage (see Illustration 48). The Seine
and side facade's avant-corps are both articulated with bulbous cushion rustication, the
round-edged variety of smooth rustication (Illustration 58), whereas other parts of the
edifice are treated with the sharp-edged variety of smooth rusrication (see Illustration
53).111 These gradarions are subtle, but the overall effects are impressive.
Rustication plays a particularly symbolic role in the case of a mint, which by its
type merits a fortified appearance. Rustication became an inseparable element of
eighteenth-century

French civic building, seen particularly in the works of Ledoux.t'? In

Antoine's building, the characterization of each part of the Mint was achieved through

111 The Mouuaie comes from an evolution of rustication development in Paris following influential
designs such as the Theatre l'Odeon arid the Palais Luxembourg. The Mint ma~be thus considered a
tremendous distillation of French rustication in its many types and uses so admired by the French, and as

appropriate to this specific building character and function.
112 Although the French particularly admired the use of.rusticatio~, t~e technique was derived from It~lian
examples and early encouraged by Marie de' Medici dunng ~er~eJ~ 10 seventeenth-century France. Sir
Anthony Blunt,Art andArrhitec/uTt in France: 1500·1700, Pelican History of Act (New Haven: Yale

University Press, 1953, revised 1999) 112.
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differing degrees of rustication as he created a hierarchy of facades, responding to the
psychological impression he hoped to make upon the viewer.
As touched upon earlier, the most significant facade seen from the farthest
possihle distance was the Seine facade, boasring the deepest rustication with the depth of
the projecting blocks measuring 2 inches (5 cm); the east side facade is less deeply
rusticated, measuring 1.2 inches (2.8 cm); the primary court has the most shallow
rustication, measuring only 1 inch (2.5 cm) deep.!" While these may be subtle gradations,
direct measurement helps dispel the impression that the rue Guenegaud facade has the
deepest rustication, as it appears because of sheer massiveness accentuated through the
optical illusion of foreshortening. Overall, the side facade is physically smaller than the
Seine facade, but although its size is small, its scale is monumental-

a combination of

weighty rustication, reduced ornament, and pronounced horizontality.
The industrial side facade, with its correlation to the physical gold within, thus
appears more fortified than the Seine facade, which corresponds to a more
administrative function. It would be most satisfying to view this side facade from a
distance, but because of the narrowness of the street - the same today as it was in the
1760s _ this facade can be seen only from oblique angles; and, perhaps, this
foreshortened view of it helps intensify the monumental effect (see Illustrations 31 and
32). A view of the side facade presented in Antoine's drawing, Illustration 34, is hardly
the view offered in his day or ours.

IIJ

Measurements were taken on site by the author.
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The inner court, contrasted with the rustication found here, seems comparatively
domestic and scaled to fit the more intimate atmosphere of the enclosed space (see
Illustration 47). Extending from the main court, the two side courtyards are austere. The
rustication is flattened against the wall in a planar treatment that appropriately expresses
the utilitarian function of this part of the building.
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CHAPTER IV
THE H6TEL

DE LA MONNAIE: COMMISSION AND CONSTRUCTION

The Financial State of Late Eighteenth-Centwy

France

As France's economy grew, so too did her need for currency. Scottish financier
John Law was brought to Paris to introduce paper money, establishing a "General Bank"
in 1716, which in 1718 became a Royal Bank with the government as primary
sbareholder.'!" The attempt to introduce paper money to France was disastrous.
Mistrustful nobles demanded withdrawals of large sums in gold and silver rather than in
paper shares; not being able to match this rapid demand, the system crumbled, inciring
civil disorder. John Law made a hasty flight from the country and coinage again prevailed
in Paris.t'> Even in 1781 Louis-Sebastien Mercier wrote of the conrinuing complaints

114 A. Del Mar, Money and Civilization: or, (l history of the monetary laws and ryslems of various states since the dark
agCI, and their itifluence upon civilization (London: George Bell and Sons, 1886), 233-235. Alistair Home, Seven

Aga
115

of Pam

(New York: Alfred A. Knopf. 2003), 146.
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about Law's failed system, indicating the distrust that continued toward the current
economic system; it would not be until Bonaparte that another Banque of France would
be established.!"
Since paper money remained untenable, coin was required to fuel the burgeoning
luxury economy, and the need to produce coinage necessitated a capable foundry.
Furthermore, a new Mint to keep up with monetary demand might also restore faith in
the economy and the state.!'? Antoine's Monnaie was a project long desired and
discussed by the court, with formal planning starring in the 174Os. In 1769, just a few
years into the construction of the Monnaie, Paris was embroiled in civil disputes over the
ptice of bread. Again in 1775, riots over high ptices broke out in what has popularly
been called the "flour war."!!' The high cost of living was great enough to enrage a
nation. There were, nevertheless, monumental plans for the city, including a desire for a
new mint; beautification projects were continuously underway."?
By the time of Louis XV's death, despite many contributions to the beauty of
Patis, including the Monnaie, he was chiefly remembered for extravagancies in money
and incompetence in war. Louis XVI thus ascended the throne in a petiod of economic
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disarray.P' Regardless, the city's population swelled. A mint, however bankrupt the
greater nation, represented a role of prosperity as the physical producer of public wealth,
the coin. Despite reservations over royal expenditures, the Mint was inevitably to be a
landmark and monument to economic glory, a symbol, even if a hollow one.

Urban Planning and the Growth of a CitY

From a population increase that accelerated throughout the eighteenth century,
Paris was growing; ciry planning was continuously under discussion, and the existing ciry
under re-organization in an attempt not to move the city's wall further out yet again (see
Illustration 8)121 Sources cite growth from somewhere near 500,000 people to one
million by the end of the eighteenth century.'22 Faubourgs, or suburbs, were growing
exponentially, and the city was expanding rapidly westward, as seen in the place Louis XV

120 Cobban, 28, 120-123; and, George Rude, The Crowd in History: A Study
and E,~lalld, 1730-1848 (London: Lawrence and Wishart, 1964, 1985).
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project. Some, however, might consider the roughly fifty-year period during which Louis
XV reigned a considerably slackened building period when compared to that of his
predecessor Louis XIV. 123
After Louis XIV's death in 1715, multitudes of courtiers followed the example of
the Regent, the Due d'Orleans, and returned from Versailles to Paris for a life of lavish
gaiety.l2' Development

of new hOte" particulurs overflowed into the districts of St-Honore,

Gaillon, St-Lazare, Les Porcherons, and Le Roule. After 1763, Louis XV continued to try
to enhance the prestige of the city while attempting to limit its outward growth, yet the
city spilled into old swamplands, filled sewers, riverbeds, and previous lumberyards.
Population rise was met with a rise in rent and rapid and hasry building construction.r"
The English traveler, the Reverend William Cole, writing of the ciry in 1765,
echoes the King's sentiments - that Paris remained largely a dark and gloomy city, with
cramped streets, and though well paved, poorly lit; it remained the vestige of a medieval
city.l26Certainly, Cole's interests were not much concerned with the art of building, aside
from the expected tourist's nod to famous monuments; he laments Paris's

123 Louis XVI, furthermore, ruled for such an abbreviated period that it is difficult to ass.ess his bu~ding
success, and, though construction picked up in the early nineteenth century. the Revolutionary period was
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"contemptible"

buildings of stone which "altogether have a very mean Appearance."'27

He does note for us that, whatever its merit, the riverside quay was both broad and
handsome.
Cole complains that the city's few norable buildings sat upon the banks of that
"dirty nasty Ditch of a River." His opinion that the wings of the College projected too
far into the street might shed light upon the question of the width of the quay and the
distance of these building-fronts to the Seine, as it appears that the bank of the river and
the road width were in some srate of flux."8 The Seine, evidently, had not yet acquired its
noble architectural definition, as Illustrations 59 and 60 portray. Btidges were still few
and under construction, and the river itself was not yet architecrurally contained. This
helps illuminate Antoine's interest in designing for the Mint a riverfront facade below the
street-level. The unfinished state of the riverbank may bave encouraged Antoine's design
of this level, as the connection of the Mint to the Seine became a significant aspect of the
building's greater design.
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The Commission for the Mint

The history of Antoine's Mint begins with the construction of the earliest mints
of Paris. 129 As a symbolic economic edifice, the Parisian mint holds a special place in the
development of its urban environment, first manifest in the Middle Ages and brought to
fruition during the age of the Enlightenment. The old Mint on the rue de la Monnaie had
been marked for replacement since the rime of Louis XIII, but for various economic and
political reasons it had remained the primary coin foundry.P" It was not until the
eighteenth century that the dilapidated medieval Mint of P~ris was once again considered
for a long-overdue upgrade.

13 I

Following the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, which ended the War of Austrian
Succession, the Bureau de la Ville de Paris, wishing to honor the king, commissioned a
statue in 1748, which subsequently required a square to be situated in. This square, the
phce Louis XV

(1757 -1772), took priority in the architectural reinvigoration of the city.

The place began under the architectural direction of royal architect Ange-J acques Gabriel
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at a site west of the Tuileries which had belonged to the royal estates, a site chosen by
the King. 132 Even in the early plans, a mint building was considered part of this greater
square design.
From the outset, the place Louis XV project was under the aegis of the crown.
The Bureau de la Ville de Paris approved the plan, along with the office of Biitiments du
Roi. At the Academic Royale d'Architecture in 1748, the project was announced as a
competition, progressing later under the watchful gaze of the Marquis de Marigny,
Directeur General des Batiments du Roi.133 Gabriel was entrusted with the project and
began work in 1755, with the western colonnade extending on the rue Boissyd'Anglas.'34 Antoine, it seems, was employed under Gabriel from the outset of the place
project, and was likewise already working on the Mint design while it was part of
Gabriel's larger schema.

135

Rand Carter suggests that Antoine was influenced by

Gabriel's style, seen perhaps in the elegance of the Mint's final facade design, despite the
uncertainty in how closely they worked together or if Gabriel was at all a mentor to
Antoine.
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The place commenced in 1757, was inaugurated in 1763, and completed in 1772
Gustprior to the complerion of Antoine's Mint). The place became a new focus of the city;
it was considered a masterly conceprion, a demonstration of modem and mature city
planning. m The place was a functional and conceptual crossroads; it also was an urban
stage. The design of the place was innovative, as Gabriel had conceived the
unprecedented square as a palace forecourt bordered by moats. To the north are
Gabriel's hotels, inspired by the colonnades of the Louvre and the Place Vendome, the
functions of which fluctuated, being used vatiously as aristocratic housing or for the
storage of aristocratic furnishings.

138

Marigny, the younger brother of Madame de Pompadour, was the patron of
many structures. In 1754, with the help of his sister, Marigny had succeeded Philibert
Orry in the office of Directeur General des Biitiments du Roi, the office through which
the King's patronage for building was executed. All architects employed by the crown
worked through and with this Directeur. Marigny held this most prestigious office until
1773 when it was passed to Abbe Terray.P? Although Terray was involved with
ceremonial events at the completion of the Monnaie, it was Marigny who had been
involved at its seminal stages and who had personal contacts with Antoine regarding its
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site and design. Marigny is remembered for his love of the Greek style and for his disdain
for the Rococo. While his favorite was Soufflot, he rewarded those architects, like
Antoine, who favored classical severity.l40
The place Louis XV was one of Marigny's greatest urban successes and earned him
the reputation as the finest Directeur in nearly thirty years.l41 After the Seven Years War
ended in 1763, attention once more focused on the place building project.

142

The most

feasible location for the new Mint was directly behind one of the wings of Gabriel's place
facades, with the Ferme Generale allotted to the other side. At this time the Hotel de
Conti, eventual site of the Mint, was assigned to continue housing the Gardemeuble, or
furniture warehouse; a most unsatisfactory arrangement considering the potential of this
site, as it could be and would become the location of a major national monument.tv
In an undated letter composed circa 1765, Marigny writes of problems in
providing a new building for the Mint, among others; this fact indicates that at this date
the Mint project was already well under consideration and within his jurisdiction.!" The
old Monnaie was to remain in production during the new consttuction, since the city
could not function without it; presumably, then, the new Mint could not be built on the
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same site as the old. In another letter of 1765, Marigny considered housing the Ferme
Generale in the Hotel de Conti, with the Mint still to be built behind Gabriel's western
facade, for which the land had been purchased on January 7, 1765 (see Illustration 9).
Work was begun, but the decision to build the Mint at that location was
rescinded in September 1767 and the building site was moved to its present position on
the left bank, at the site of the old Hotel de Conti, closer to the old Mint building and
also nearer to the business district of the right bank.14s Part of the impetus behind the
expansion of the city westward past the Tuileries was the desire to create a Paris of broad
boulevards and grand monuments, a desire unfulfilled until the following century. 14G The
new Mint, although intended as part of this westward expansion, was relocated to its
present location, neighboring the College des Quatre Narions,'" where it became a more
grand and independent

monument than perhaps originally foreseen.

The newly designated site for the Mint was originally purchased by the city of
Paris for the location of a new Hotel de Ville, and was at that time occupied by the two
seventeenth-century Conti hotels (see Illustration 25).'48 Antoine was present for the
demolition of the Hotel de Conti, built by Francois Mansart, an architect he much
revered, and its destruction evidently made a strong impression upon him. Shifting the
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site changed the design conception of the Mint significantly by taking a supporting
building and transforming it into a signature monument, The building commission may
have been opened to competition during this time, and although the details of this event
remain uncertain, several rendered proposals by various architects still exist."9
Projects submitted in response to the change in location considered how the
Mint building should respond to this particular site. ISO Among the notable architects who
submitted drawings was Etienne-Louis Boullee (see Illustration 21). Boullee's scheme
was in the style of an hOtel particu/ier, with the building-mass set back from the quay.
Antoine's design was a reversal of this more traditional layout, "placing the
administration block along the river front and removing the high-security foundry and
workshops to interior courtyards,"1S1 all of which fit within the old irregular site of the
Hotel de Conti buildings that had stood there.
With the change in site, one wonders if the commissioning body changed as well,
and furthermore, who this body originally was. The place, we know, had been under the
supervision of Marigny as the director of royal buildings, but beyond this, the
information is unclear. As mentioned, four financiers, l'Averdy, Boulais, de Fleury, and
d'Orrnesson, played a role in the Mint commission and thus may have likewise served in
part as its patrons, but this too remains uncertain. Docwnents further relare that Louis
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xv himself entrusted

the Mint building to Antoine from 1771 to 1775; this, nevertheless,

does not disclose who the funding body was.152 The question of patronage must be left
for further study.
In Antoine's innovative design, the court is used almost as a hemicycle, leading to
the foundry and workshop areas, creating order out of an asymmetrical site-plan while
establishing an illusion of depth where it was lacking.1S3 When the site for the new Paris
Mint was changed to that of the old Hotel de Conti, this now-independent

building was

no longer merely part of a larger grouping, but an urban focus on a prominent quay.

Comments and CritiQues

Although many of Antoine's contemporaries praised the building, some
observers were unsatisfied with the depth of tustication on the Seine facade. Le Camus
de Mezieres, for example, complained that there was an unbecoming lack of shadow on
this face, perhaps due to overly shallow rusticarion, ill-suited for a building of such
import. He wrote in his Genius

of Archilecmrc:

I

Although finely conceived well composed, and harmonious to a degree, this work
seems monotonous: the ressul t fails to answer our expectation '..Take due note of the
.
. ..li
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.
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it to the mint in Venice, which shares similar formal attributes (Illustration 61).
Nevertheless, there appears to be no evidence of a connection between the two
buildings.P?
Although the architectural influences upon Antoine's Mint are now vague, the
impression it made on other architects is known to be extensive. To record the many
examples of the Mint's influence on subsequent architecture would take an additional
thesis; such was the impression of Antoine's building. Chamber's Somerset house indeed
rates as one of the most poignant appropriations of Antoine's style, shown in the facade
of Illustration 62. Chambers was gready influenced by the Monnaie, which he saw near
its completion, making a detailed drawing of it (see Illustration 30). Impressed
particularly by the Mint's formal aesthetic, Chambers incorporated many of its elements
into his design for Somerset House.!" Ledoux was another architect perhaps inspired by
the Mint; his Chateau de Benouville (Calvados) completed in 1777, suggests possible
inspiration. The stair especially bears a striking resemblance to Antoine's imperial stair, as
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can be compared in Illustrations 40 and 41.'61 Prominenr Revolutionary archirecr and
educator J-N.-L. Durand (1760-1834), exemplar of austere design and catalyst for
nineteenth-century French design theory, thought highly of the Mint, even including its
image on the frontispiece of his &cueil et Parallile des edifices de tout genre publisbed in 1800
(Illusrration 63).'62
New civic buildings of the eighteenth century sought to establish an architectural
code that would visually speak its function using the older architectural language with an
application of a new grammar. The Mint of the Enlightenment eta moved away from its
medieval ecclesiastical heritage; Antoine sought to draw on broad architectural
predecessors, including seventeenth-century

classicism and palace design styles.

Architects designing for other new building-types were, like Antoine, consecrating a
building typology, as seen at the Ecole de Chirurgie by Jacques Gondoin (1769-1774),
with its unprecedented

columnar screen and hemicycle interior.

Unlike the mints of old, Antoine's modern mint housed machinery that required
a great deal of space and design consideration. And with an elegance suitable to the
crown, Antoine created an expansive structure worthy of both its practical function and
its national signification. He built a facade that was both pragmatic and symbolic.
Antoine could hardly have understood that he was building during a convulsive cusp of
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time. To later observers, his Mint was stylistically neither a decisive rejection of the past,
nor a clear harbinger of things to come. Accordingly, it has been overshadowed by the
extravagant niceties of the ancien regim, that came before, and by the cool austerity of
emerging Greco-Roman

Neoclassicism that would follow.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

A Precis of Antoine's Mint

Antoine's Mint is multivalent. It is neither easily classifiable nor readily accessible
visually.Perhaps because of this, many scholars merely provide cursory discussion of the
Mint in their texts, and fail to deal with it in depth. While the building is representative of
the Enlightenment, the architect's greater oeuvre is not consistently Neoclassical. The
Mint may be considered Neoclassical, but only in part; it could be perceived as royal, but
it is also public. The building then is as complex as it is flirtatious - always present, but
not always within reach.
A consideration of the Mint among those buildings parronized by Marigny and
through the King's architectural offices helps illusrrate the special place the Monnaie held
regarding use and aesthetic character. As a mint represents the financial stability of the
state, it also must iconographically represent the wellbeing of the national rreasury, and
display the protection of the wealth housed within. This stability materialized, in part

64
through the use of rustication, which gave a fortified appearance ro the building and
visually stabilized the perceived character of government, the ultimate controller of
funds.16)
The solidity of the building, both materially and conceptually, would perhaps also
be equated with the financial stability of the state, which was, ironically, in precipitous
decline. For the nearly bankrupt French government under Louis XV, such a statement,
however empty, certainly would have been desirable. By the nature of its function, the
Mint necessitated a monumental presentation. This building was built to serve as an
emblem of its host city, a visual pronouncement to the foreigner. And, furthermore, it
was a memory in stone of an era of luxury, a physical reminder of financial power written
in architectural grammar.
This large royal monument has a cohesive exterior treatment, encasing the
fragmented assembly of workshops, furnaces, presses, noises, odors, and the labyrinth of
machines in a foundry.'"

Behind the veneer of a prestigious palatial design lay a utilitarian

interior network of workshops, which produced the literal and conceptual wealth of
France. The workers of France's vast fields labored to produce her wealth, the result of
which was minted into coins and distributed back into the hands of those very people. In
this sense the Mint was a measure of the nation's financial success, and simultaneously,
however accurate, it generated a physical image of that success. As Legrand wrote, "a Mint
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located in the capital of the richest and most powerful empire, must likewise hold the first
rank among pu blic monuments.

"165

This, th e maJonty
..
of the Monnaie's critics declared,

the Mint did most successfully.
The building was novel in many ways. On the exceptionally long Seine facade of
twenty-seven bays, the only expressly vertical elements are the freestanding Ionic
columns. lOG The overall effect emphasizes the appearance of impenetrability and the
solidarity of the structure. Without the traditional pavilions on the ends of the main facade,
Antoine's design is unique in its extraordinary and unbroken length. Antoine deemphasized the Mansard roof and he capped the temple-front bay with an attic and statues
with almost Italian effect, The pediment, found in the main courtyard, seems a literal
inversion of tradition.
In creating a building of immense scale, Antoine likewise created a monumental
image of financial stability. In the example of the amr d'honneurwe have seen Antoine's
illusionary creation of building size. In the court he succeeded in two ways: first, his
overall building plan was carefully organized through axes creating a perception of clarity,
however difficult it may actually have been to navigate the building; and second, he made
the building appear far larger than it actually was. The signage both in the court in the
following apse helped establish a concept of depth, equal or greater to the distance
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already traversed. It seems as if each element of the building was designed to enhance the
visual scale of the structure, whether through layout and planning internally, or by
rustication externally.
Falling between two eras in France's history the building resists fitting easily into
anyone srylistic category. Although displaying austere exterior rustication and columnar
treatment, it has also an enchantingly Louis XVI-sryle grand salon. An architectural
symbiosis, a fusion of ideals and spaces was realized here, combining old and new,
administrative, residential, and factory, all within one structure. Drawing on tradition in
an innovative way, the building exterior is a visual combination of French classicism and
the "character of the Roman Renaissance paiazzo."16'
The Mint, it would seem, is a building full questions built in an unresolved time,
in an intetim period between great events. The Monnaie drew upon the classical language
of architecture and employed it in an austerely modern manner. It could also be
described as monarchist in affiliation, since it was not built under the new ideals of
revolution. 168The building offered a positive message - one might say a propagandistic
one _ to its urban environment. Just as the coins minted there sent a message to the user,
so too did the Mint building; staring at a coin, the viewer beholds the busr of the king,
the ultimate dispenser of their money, the Mint likewise shared this role and this glory.
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In the Monnaie's pivotal position it stands between two great eras, after those
yearsin the sun under Louis XIV and before the devastating age of Revolution. The
building is a synthesis of parts - administrative, residential, and industrial-

organized

through an ordered and axial plan. A study in caractire, the external appearance of the
building, laden with heavy rustication, offers an understanding of the internal function.
This edifice was built at a time when new civic and industrial building-types were being
embraced, and Antoine's was the first Mint in France that appears to have sought

to

establish a genre, a Mint-building typology. The Hotel de la Monnaie was a symbol of
national abundance and wealth. Each part of this structure breathed meaning, the
rustication represented fortified security, the allegorical statues, good fortune.
Nevertheless, despite Antoine's careful craftsmanship, it was a testament to financial
stability that did not exist; that which the building embodied was indeed a financial

facade.
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Illustration 1. Portrait of J.-D. Antoine, engraving, by Louis-Simon Lempereur (17281807) after Louis-Rolland Trinquesse (1745-1800). From Braham, 118.
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Illustration 2. ].-D. Antoine, main facade, Hotel de la Monnaie, Paris, 1765-1775. From

Braham, 118.
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Illustration 3. Marie-Joseph Peyre and Charles de Wailly, main facade, CornedieFrancaise (Theatre de l'Odeon), Paris, 1767-1782. From Braham, 102.
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Illustration 4. Map of Paris, derail, circle added to locate Monnaie. From K. Baedeker,
Baedeeer's Pans and its Environs (Leipsic: Karl Baedeker Publisher, 1891), n.p.
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Illustration 5. J-D. Antoine, Comedie-Franyaise, project entry for the Conti site, 1763.
From Gille and Berry, 166.
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Illustration 6. Salomon de Brosse, Palais du Luxembourg, Paris, begun 1615. From
Blunt, 111.
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Illustration 7. Pierre-Antoine de Machy (1723-1807), LA Colonnade dll Lollvre, undated.
From Lavedan, 223. The Instirut de France can be seen at the left end of the east facade
of the Louvre, and then, just to the left of this is a faint shadow of the Monnaie,
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Illustration 8. Principaux projets proposes pour la place Louis XV (circa 1750s), after
PIerre Patre. Detail of image from Lavedan, 261. This drawing and the detail in the upper
nght-hand corner show two uses for the Hotel de Conti site, neither of which include a
mint building. (Alphabetical letters refer to a legend recording the architects who
proposed each design).
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Illustration 9. A.-]. Gabriel, phce Louis Xv, detail of preliminary project, dated July
1753. From Tadgell, illustration 151. The building in the upper right-hand comer is
labeled "Emplacement pour la Monoye."
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Illustration 10. A.-J. Gabriel, detail, facade of the former Garde Meuble de la Couronne,
place Louis XV, begun 1748. From Tadgell, illustration 154.
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Illustration 11. Louis Le Vau, College des Quatre Nations (Institut de France), Paris,
begun 1662. Engraving by Adam Perelle (1640-1695), undated. From Blunt, 218.
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Illustration 12. J.-D. Antoine, Hospice de la Rochefoucauld, Paris, begun 180l.
Author photo.
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Illustration 13. J-D. Antoine, detail of screen, Hotel de Narbonne-Serant, Paris, begun
1785. Author's photograph.
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Illustration 14. C.-N. Ledoux, Barriere de la Villette, Paris tax wall project, Paris, 17851789. From Kalnein, 239.
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Illustration 15.
J.-D. Antoine, Federal Mint, Berne, Switzerland, 1790-1792.
Photo courtesy of Hanspeter Koch, Swiss Mint, 2005. Seen behind Antoine's Mint is the
dome of the house of parliament.
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Illustration 16. Hotel de fa Monnaie, plan of 1897. Provided courtesy of the Hotel de la
Monnaie, Paris, France. Unfortunately at the time of this rendering, several
reconstructions of the building had taken place, thus, all definitive interpretations of the
pl~n should be considered according to the original. This plan has been included
pnmarily because it is easier to discern than the older drawing.
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Illustration 17. J.-D. Antoine, ground-level plan, Hotel de la Monnaie, dated 1777. From
Gille and Betty, 187.

85

Illustration 18. A translation and legend imposed on the original plan. (*) stairs, (**) passage, (A)
"mbule, (B) office, (C) court, (D) baquet, tub?, (E) cabinet, (F) distillery, (G) d,part?, (H)Jondrie, smelting
room, (I) Passage de porte cochere, carriage entrance, 0) Troisieme Cour des Trasoux, Third working court,
(K) Mouli"" mill?, (L) Depol, store-room, (M) Apse, (N) Monnoiage, (0) blanchimenl de I'or, gold
washing/bleaching room, (P) stables, (Q) Deuxieme Cour de, Travaux, Second working court, (R)
Fondn, (5) Grande Jondn, CD Coer de Monnoiage, (U) Cour de Blanchiment, M Latnrie, washroom, (W)
Blanchiment de I'argent, silverworks, (X) Ateliers de, ???, M Direcuer, (Z) I??, (aa) Bsnau, office, (bb)
Chapelle, chapel, (cc) Remise, store-room?, (dd) Maga'in, warehouse/shop, (ee) Dipot, store-room, (ft)
~ntrie des Traseaux, working entrance. (gg) Premiem Coar des T raVOJlX, First working court, (hh) Change,
(u) Coer Publique, Gil Basse Cour, (kk) Ateliers dJI Serorier, (ll) Ateliers dJI Serorier, (mm) Burea» de change,
Foreign exchange office, (nn) Cabinet dJI dincteur, (00) Bunau de Ia dincteur, (Pp) Corp'degarde,
guardhouse, (qq) vestibule, (rr) Grand Escalier, (ss) Depot, (tt) Place de Conti, (uu) Ateliers degraveur, (vv)
Cabinet desgraveur?, (ww) Balanders des ???, (xx)Ateliers degraveur, (yy) Cabinet de graveur, (zz), (1)
Laberatoin de ???, (2) Laberatoir» g,n,ral, (3)Cabinet, (4) Cabinet, (5) L ,nspecteur general des Bssaisi; General
Inspector of testing?, (6) Cabinet.
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Illustration 19. Germain Boffrand, Hotel Amelot de Gournay, Paris, 1710-1712. From
Hiibrele, figure 31.
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Illustration 20. The old Hotel de la Monnaie on the rue de la Monnaie, after the plan of
Pierre Bullet and Francois Blondel, 1676. From Mazerolle, 4.
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Illustration 21. Etienne-Louis Boullee, project design for the Hotel de la Monnaie
competition, c. 1767, Quai de Conti site. From Perouse de Montclos, Bou//ie,
illustration 6.
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Illustration 22. Robert de Cotte, ground-floor plan, Hotel d'Estrees, Paris, c. 1711-1713.
Engraving in jacques-Francois Blondel, Architecture Francais», I (paris: 1752). From Ziskin,
19.
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Illustration 23. Antonio da Sangallo the Younger, (left) ground floor and (right) piano
nobile, Palazzo Farnese, Rome, begun 1514. From Waddy, 11.
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Illustration 24. Seine facade, looking east, Hotel de la Monnaie, Paris. Photo courtesy of
Leland M. Roth, 2003.
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Illustration 25. Francois Mansart, Hotel de Conti and garden, Paris, c. 1659. Engraved
by Louis Silvestre (1675-1760), c. 1704. From Mazerolle, 51.
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IUustration26. Seine facade, looking west. Photo courtesy of Leland M. Roth, 2003.
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Illustration 27. J.-D. Antoine, avant-corps of the Hotel de la Monnaie, Paris, 1765-1775.
Prom Gille and Berry, 191.
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Illustration 28. Avant-corps, Seine facade, looking south on the main axis. Photo courtesy
of Leland M. Roth, 2003.
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Illustration 29. J.-D. Antoine, north elevation of the main court, Hotel de la Monnaie,
Paris, 1765-1775. Author's photograph.
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illustration 30. Sir William Chambers, ink and wash drawing, c. 1773, Hotel de la
Monnaie, Paris, 1765-1775. From Harris and Snowdin, 29.

1
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Illustration 31. Central bay, side facade, looking south. Photo courtesy of Leland M.
Roth,2003.
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Illustration 32. J-O. Antoine, side facade (rue Guenegaud), Hotel de la Monnaie, Paris,
1765-1775.From Braham, 119.

100

illustration 33. Detail of the side facade, allegorical of the four elements by Duprez and
Caflieri.Author's photograph.
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Illustration 34. J.-D. Antoine, side facade, preliminary elevation drawings, Hotel de la
Monnaie, Paris. From Gille and Berry, 188.
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Illustration 35.

Night view of the porche d'enme, or vestibule, off the main facade. From

Rachline, 75.

/
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Illustration36. J.-D. Antoine, vestibule looking south, Hotel de la Monnaie, Paris,
1765-1775.From Mazerolle, 90.
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Illustration37. Vestibule, looking northwest. Photo courtesy of Leland M. Roth, 2003.
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Illustration38. J.-D. Antoine, vestibule, as viewed from the base of the stairs, Hotel de
IaMonnaie,Paris, 1765-1775. From Gille and Berry, 196.
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Illustration39. ].-D. Antoine, imperial staircase, Hotel de la Monnaie, Paris, 1765-1775.
FromGille and Berry, 197.

108

Dl7ustration
41.

C.-N. Ledoux, grand stair, Chateau de Benouville,Normandy, 1770-

t 77 From Mid dleton and Watkin, 150. The authors compare this
. stair
. to
An'.

tome's,page 142.

!UUSlration42 . ].-D. Antoine,
.
Braham,121.

grand salon, Hotel de la Monnaie, Paris, 1765-1775. From

�USlration
43. J.-D. Antoine, Hall de Frappe, looking south toward the apse.
meteenth-century photograph. Nineteenth-century Thonnelier press IJI foreground.
From postcard, Archives et bibliotheque de la Monnaie de Paris.
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illustration44
..,
' de la Monnaie,
. housed the
forme
f
. C on temporary intenor
VIew of the Musee
r oundry. From Rachline, 29.

112

illustration
..
end
ofth 45 : Loui
uis-Philippe

Mouchy, statue of Fortune, apse at the southern most
Beuy,20~.m31l1
foundry, Hotel de la Monnaie, Paris, 1765-1775. From Gille and

mUSlration
.
.
thefor
0 46 .
Apse of the main foundry room,
containing the sratue of Fortune, 10
egr und the screw press of Louis XIV, dating to 1699. From Rachline, 30.
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~ustration
47. Main court, looking north, Hotel de la Monnaie, Paris. Passagesto the
ecourtscan be seen near the edges. Photo courtesy of Leland M. Roth, 2003.
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Illustration 48. j.-D. Antoine, detail of north wall of main court, Hotel de la Monnaie,
Paris, 1765-1775_ Author's photograph.
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Illustration 49. Detail, pediment of the north elevation of the main court. Photo
courtesy of Leland M. Roth, 2003.
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Illustration 50, Passage, looking into a side court. Photo courtesy of Leland M, Roth,
2003,
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Illustration 51. Western side court, looking southwest. Modifications have been made
to some of the entry doors. Photo courtesy of Leland M. Roth, 2003.
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Illustration 52. ].-D. Antoine, primary courtyard, looking south, Hotel de la Monnaie,
Paris, 1765-1775. From Gille and Berry, 195.
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Illustration 53. Central bay, main court south facade, Note overdoor busrs. Photo
courtesy of Leland M. Roth, 2003.
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Illustration 54. Detail, central pavilion of the main court south facade, Note coins
spilling from a cornucopia hdd by the fignre at the tightPhoto courtesy of Leland M.
Roth,2003.
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Illustration 55. Main court curved passage, looking south. Photo courtesy of Leland M.
Roth,2003.
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Illustration 56. Main court, looking south. Photo courtesy of Leland M. Roth, 2003.
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Illustration 57. Engraving, plate XV from Diderot's and d'Alembert's Encyclopedic,
depicting an eighteenth-cenrury screw press. From Cohen, 30.
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Illustration 58. J-D. Antoine, window-bracket detail, main fa~ade,Hotel de la Monnaie,
Paris, 1765-1775. Author's photograph.
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Illustration 59. P.-A. de Machy, Monna;e de Pans vge dg Pont-Neg], 1783. From Gille and
Berry, 135.

127

Illustration 60. Jean-Noel d'A1exandre, Le port Saint-Nicolas et la Cite, c. 1780. From
Lavedan, 205. Note the Monnaie at an oblique angle in the far right of the scene. This
image gives a good sense of the command that the Mint would have posed on the river
at that time.
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Illustration 61. Jacopo Sansovino, Zecca, Mint, Venice, begun 1536. From Wolfgang
Lotz, Architecture in Italy: 1500-1600, Pelican History of Art (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1995), 86.
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Illustration 62.
From Jones, 42.

Sir William Chambers, Somerset House, London, 1776-1780.

130

Illustration 63. Frontispiece from J-N.-L. Durand, Recueil'l Paraltel, des edifices du tou: g,n"
(1800). From Villari, illustration 82. Note Monnaie at bottom left.
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APPENDIX
A SELECT HISTORY OF NUMISMATICS IN FRANCE
AND THE MINTS PRIOR TO ANTOINE

The monetary and economic status of the eighteenth-century Parisian Mint
evolved over centuries of French national numismatic development. The history of
coinage dates far earlier than a history of formalized mint buildings. Greek coins were
making their way into the area of modem France as early as the fourth century B.C. and
by the second century B.C. the ancient French of Celtic Gaul were fashioning their own
coins.v" Great advances in numismatics were made up and through the rule of
Charlemagne, but it was not until the medieval petiod that city life and general prosperity
expanded under the Capetian rule of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Likewise this
intensified monetary importance and exchange increased the need for more mint
foundries to produce the bourgeoning currency. Not until Charles the Bald ([.838-877)
were coins first recorded as struck in the "Palace Mint," then located within the royal
palace on the lIe de la Cite (where the Palais de Justice now sits). Throughout this period
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the palace Mint is known to have traveled with the court wherever its locale, but any
greater detail as to its appearance or organization is unclear.Pv
While the location of the Parisian Mint during the reign of Henri I (r.1031-1060)
is unknown, it is likely that it continued to be located in or near court facilities. Common
to all Medieval European mints was their physical and psychological placement within
the urban environment. The mint functioned in response to the economy of the town
which housed it, and, writes Malcolm Barber, a mint was essential to the workings of
government, tangibly helping drive the economy where established.'?' Paris, the royal city,
was a logical location for such a vehicle of monetary growth; as would be expected, the
mint would become a building type deeply engrained in the history of Paris.
Under Philip I (r.1060-1108), who was himself a great financier, several other
mints opened in France, with the king strategicallypositioned as the head of this
hierarchical system.172 It was not until the time of Louis VI (r.1108-1137) that the royal
residence was permanently established on the De de la Cite. Although the location and
appearance of the minting facilityunder Louis VI is uncertain, it might be assumed that,
as with other Medieval mints of this period, minting may have occurred within the
auspices of the royal court or palace structure, which would place the workshops of the
Mint at this time (as previously) on the De de la Cite.
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Renowned Capetian King Philip Augustus (r.1I80-1223) took back the territories
of Western France and quadtupled the size of the kingdom He th
.

d

en use currency as a

tool to further solidify national unity. In 1204, he prohibited the use of old money (the
denier angevin of Richard the Lion Heart) in Normandy and replaced it with a coin minted
under his own crown, the denier tournois.173 Leading an assertive monarchy, he
consolidated the hierarchy of nobles in which the king alone held central authority. What
had previously been a loose feudal system was now under central control; coin
production and its minting facilities came to be more closely monitored by the crown.t'"
Under the system of Philip Augustus, the directors of medieval French mints rose
quickly in social status and had a growing disposable income. The position of mint
director or master was inhetited (in some cases through female descent) and the wealth
generated by these individuals, in addition to their royal connections, quicklybrought
them into the social rank of aristocracy. Intermarrying with landed nobility was common,
further soliclifying their positions.!"
The employees of a mint were comptised as follows.The mint master was a
private contractor in the employment of the king. He was bound by an annual lease
which sripulated the coin quantities required. The mint master was overseen by a contregar, de, or ward en, Wh 0, th au gh paid by the master served the crown. Lower in rank was
1
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the engraver of coins, a master goldsmith. Lower still were the shop-workers who cast
metal, rolled ingots, and prepared blanks, and the "moneyers," as they were called, who
struck the coins. These two latter employee types would form guilds, membership into
which was inherited.!" Unlike other medieval workshops, a mint was geared for mass
producrion and generated a healthy revenue. In turn, these directors and their guilds
invested in real estate. For example, the Parisian mint guild funded the construction of a
hospital in 1219, possibly located on the current site of the United States Embassy on the
rightbanktn
Inflation in the economy was mirrored by literal architectural growth.17' Ruled by
Caperian kings from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries, the power and wealth of France
was the greatest in Western Europe. Urban population and mercantile economy likewise
grew; subsequently the need for currency increased.F? as too, did the need for proper
minting faciliries.l'" Even through the early fourteenth century nearly three hundred
prelates and barons were authorized to coin money. Feudal money of this type was
suppressed in the sixteenth century and the primary mint facility centralized.!"
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As none remain in Paris, it is speculative whether the Parisian mint buildings of
the medieval period displayed signs of extraneous wealth, as did Cathedrals.

I" It is

that Louis IX,i.e, Saint Louis (1215-1270), constructed a new group of mint

recorded

buildings. By 1296, under Philip IV, Philip the Fair (1285-1314), this mint was divided
into two separately administered shops, one for silver and one for gold. This
arrangement

of two separate mints housed within a joined structure of buildings was

kept until the fifteenth century when the workshops were relocated.P' Where these
mints may have stood and where they were relocated remains open to further inquiry.
Increasing trade necessitated a stronger form of currency to support the growing
economy

and urban life. With increases in foreign trade, silver and gold Florentine and

Venerian coins more frequently took the place of the French deniers in the rnarketplacel'"
Accordingly,

Saint Louis introduced new coins into the French economy, though it

would not be until the reign of Philip the Fair that gold coins would circulate widely in
France.lss The rule of Philip the Fair was nonetheless plagued by economic crises. By
1295 Gust one year before the Mint was moved), the treasury was empty. Philip instigated

.
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a broad taxation system, which enhanced the supremacy of the monarchy.!" Upon
Philip's death, it was left to his sons to restore financial order. Despite reforms, a
monetary

crisis continued from this time into the fifteenth century;!87 France's economic

structure

only continued to worsen under the later reigns of Louis XIV, XV, and XVI.
Coincidentally,

aristocracy"

this petiod also marks the further rise of the "merchant

class, and the rise of a money economy as it hastened to meet a demand for

luxury goods; in effect, it was the birth of a capitalist system. The mint flourished and
coin producrion
the monarchy,

increased. Gold coins of the 1360s, minted in part to bring prestige to
depict images of Saint Michael the Archangel (i.e. France) triwnphing

over the dragon (i.e. England). These coins were called the franc in reference to the
French king now free of the English.t" These varying economic factors also visually
coalesced in contemporary
"economic

architecture, civic building projects offering a sign of

vitality," according to Henry KrauS.!89This included the very edifices of

finance, such as the 1396 Mint. It also should be noted that during this period, clergy and
landed nobility alike strengthened their relationships with mint directors, who were both
markedly rich and influentia[.190
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Growing
building

civic demands during the Renaissance period fostered a need for new

types, including town halls, public halls, law courts, hospirals, as well as mints;

but in the later fifteenth century, secular architecture adapted architectural design
elements

from the churches of the Late Gothic period. This was done, Paul Frankl

argues, to infuse the secular building with "ecclesiastical spirit.""! Perhaps secular
architecture

sought to symbolically place

Man in the hierarchy of societal order (the Mint

at the height of secular structures), paralleled by the placing of Man in the Divine order
within

religious architecture.
The late fifteenth century saw an advance in mint manufacturing.!"

operated

machines

structure

became larger and departmentalized;

as is maintained

Manually

and furnaces, among others, were improved. In response, the mint
essentially mint configuration took shape

in the structure today. Due in part to the labor-intensive

minting process,
193

and in order to keep up with demand, France had some twenty-four mints in 1552.

The right to have mint started as a privilege of select cities, which they would jealously
have preserved,
shifted

to the capital. By the sixteenth century, the mints of Europe, including Paris, were

powerful

191

but in a growing attempt to consolidate power, minting control gradually

aesthetic urban presences,!"

symbolizing national wealth.

.
.
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Following the end of the Gothic period, minting machinery, such as an early
version

of the screw-press

patronized

was introduced to the coinage industry. Henri II (r.1547-1559)

these machines and set up additional coinage workshops on the west end of

the lie de la Cite in the Maison des .Eltuves circa 1551.195 These shops were located where
the water mill for gem polishing had been built in the 1530s; this mill was now used to
power the Monnaie du Moulin des .Eltuves. Initially it produced gold coin, though later it
made only memorial medallions and tokens. It was in this mill-Mint that the first screwpresses were used in Paris.l%
In 1604, the minting of coins was moved from the lie to the Palais du Louvre
though

it appears that the old fourteenth-century

Mint was still operational.!"

Louis XIII

(r. 1610-1643)

had an exceptional interest in numismatics, which was carried into the

early eighteenth

century by his successor Louis XN (1643-1715)198 A more modern

version

of the screw-press

every French

was brought to France from Germany in 1609, and by 1645

mint contained a screw-press for the mechanized production of coins.

Sitting below the press in a recess, the man eyer would check the quality of the struck
blanks. Several men above would rotate the horizontal bar causing the vertical screw to
press with great force the blank placed between the engraved dies."? The old hammer

\9$

Cohen, 30-31.

196

Cooper, 10.

197

Sargent and Velde, 54-55.

198

Cohen, 44-45.

199

Cohen, 30.
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and pile method was all but abandoned; the minting of coins was no longer an indusrry
that could take place in the space of a few rooms, it now required expansive building
facilities.lOO
Louis XIII reformed the coinage system, introducing a new gold coin, but
because of financial problems in the reigo of Louis XIV, the system was again adjusted.
This latter reform of 1689 to 1709 consisted of re-strilting older coins and issuing tariffs.
Paper money was temporarily issued, with disastrous effects. When Louis XV assumed
power, financial stability was reintroduced, and though the economy strained under rhe
weight of the eighteeoth-century

population and seventeenth-century debrs, monetary

units remained moderately stable until rhe fall of rhe monarchy.s" In the 1760s, despite
troubles with the treasury, a new mint was commissioned for rhe city ofPatis. This new
modern

mint, designed by Jacques-Denis Antoine, replaced rhe old medieval Mint of rhe

right bank - it became for France the symbol of national prospetity.
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201
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